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ABSTRACT 

LAWRENCE, Nathan. On the Mythologies and Ethics of Non-violence: What Do Murray 

Rothbard and Hugo Chavez Have in Common? Master‘s Thesis, Ankara, 2014.  

 

This thesis analyzes the relationship between political ideology, power, and non-violent struggle 

as portrayed by the American thinker Gene Sharp. The means of this analysis is a comparison 

and contrast between libertarian and socialist critiques of his work for the purpose of discovering 

reoccurring themes. More specifically, it compares an anarcho-libertarian dialogue from the 

early 1980s to socialist literature in the late 2000s. It‘s concludes that the fault line in both 

conversations is the tension between Leninist strategic theory and the Progressive 

Substitutionary theory of non-violence.  

 

Key Words: Non-violence, Gene Sharp, libertarianism, Murray Rothbard, Hugo Chavez, 

Leftism, anarchism, anarcho-capitalism, Carl Watner, Leninism, Thierry Meyssan, and 

Progressive Substitution.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Non-violence is a collection of several theories that seek to provide solutions to conflict (the 

presence of two or more seemingly incompatible goals) that do not result or use bodily harm or 

any other obvious manifestation of violence. Non-violent struggle is the practice of 

accomplishing political goals via the withdrawal of cooperation with an institution.  The two 

main articulations of it are Ethical Non-violence, which proposes that the basis for non-violence 

is a personal commitment to peace or a system of morality, and Strategic Non-violence, which 

proposes that non-violent strategies are more effective than violent ones and therefore they are 

the best means to achieve a political end; there is no necessary connection between the strategy 

and a personal belief in non-violence as a life style in this view. These two perspectives are not 

mutually exclusive, one could believe in non-violent struggle as a personal life style and for its 

strategic merits, but both require the use of specific actions. Just as the stuff of war is individual 

battles, the stuff of non-violent struggle is the individual application of protest tactics. Strikes, 

economic sanctions, non-cooperation, and persuasion are all individual actions that make up the 

elements of a non-violent struggle.   

 

In modern scholarship, Dr. Gene Sharp, a three-time Nobel Peace Prize nominee who currently 

resides in East Boston, Massachusetts, is a leading academic in the study of non-violent struggle. 

He was born in 1928 in North Baltimore, Ohio and received his education from Ohio State 

University and at Oxford University. His books pushed a vision that changed the landscape of 

strategic theory altogether; non-violence, he claimed, is a pragmatic and feasible option even 

outside the context of a free democratic society. Furthermore, he theorized that non-violence was 

more efficacious than its violent counter-part; thus it would progressively begin replace it. While 

teaching at the University of Massachusetts Dartmouth, he founded the Albert Einstein 

Institution; an organization whose goal it was to advance the study and strategic use of 

nonviolent action in conflict. His most notable books include but are not limited to How 

Nonviolent Struggle Works, From Dictatorship to Democracy, and Self-Liberation: A Guide to 

Strategic Planning to End a Dictatorship or Other Oppression. These theories regarding non-

violence now play a critical role in the field of Peace studies and Conflict Resolution. 
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Ramsbothham, Woodhouse, and Miall tell us in their textbook Contemporary Conflict 

Resolution that: 

 

―The work of non-violence theorists such as Gene Sharp (1973), and the persistence 

of historical traditions and practice of pacifism such as those contained in the beliefs 

of Quakers and Mennonites or in the ideas of Gandhi, have cross-fertilized with 

academic enterprise to enhance understanding of violent political conflict and 

alternative to it.‖
1
 

 

Due to the work of Gene Sharp and others, the study of non-violent struggles has now become a 

staple within Peace studies circles to the point that a program without discussing it would be 

severely lacking. The work of organizations such as the International Center on Nonviolent 

Conflict have also accompanied this pursuit as well as hundreds of independent researchers who 

seek to understand how non-violent struggles work and operate. This knowledge has, like any 

field of research, brought only more questions. Like any legitimate field of research, the more 

one studies the intricacies of how non-violent movements operate in reality the more alluring it 

becomes. More specifically, it is somewhat unclear how non-violence, let alone non-violent 

struggle, relates to structures of power such as states or economic systems. Furthermore, it is 

unsure how non-violence relates to other ideologies about these structures such as libertarianism 

and Marxism.  

 

Editors Adam Roberts and Timothy Garton Ash note in their book Civil Resistance & Power 

Politics that people power is a distinct form of power all to its own, but it cannot be considered 

in isolation from other forms of power. Most if not all non-violent campaigns provide unique 

challenges to established orthodoxy and showcase an evolution, a new approach, to non-violent 

struggle; most if not all see strange mergers of power. Most recently, the protests in Egypt 

illustrate this. In non-violent revolutions, the deep-state or security state apparatus may not 

change because they function in a manner that is entirely different from that of local municipal 

organizations or grassroots political parties. Often they operate as a ―state-within-a-state‖, having 

                                                           
1
 Oliver Romsbothham, Tom Woodhouse, and Hugh Miall, Contemporary Conflict Resolution, (Cambridge UK: 

Polity Press, 2011), 41. 
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its own mechanisms for sustaining its existence. These ―states-within-states‖ possess their own 

bureaucratic system that does not depend on civilians for day to day function. Often they have 

their own laws for conduct and discipline, and it develops its own methods of obscuring the 

reality of what is going on behind closed doors. This allows the security apparatus to extend or 

evolve at an opportune time during the course of a non-violent campaign. As the situation 

worsens, the traditional mechanisms that controlled the security apparatus are not in place; 

allowing for its expansion. However, the connection between what Roberts and Garton Ash call 

people power and other manifestations of power does not end with this mere example.  

 

Most, if not all mass civil protest movements present a unique challenge to the classical 

conception of the good-willed Gandhian influenced masses that use completely non-violent 

techniques to curtail the power of an entirely violent security apparatus. As Adam Roberts and 

Timothy Garton Ash so clearly point out, the list is seemingly endless for non-violent revolutions 

that violate this preconceived outline. As Howard Clark, Richard English, and Stephen Jones 

display in their respective essays in Robert and Garton Ash‘s book, the non-violent movements 

in Northern Ireland, Kosovo
2
 and Georgia all gave way to violate outbreaks and even contained 

instances of non-violent and violent campaigns existing side-by-side each other. Discussing the 

interplay between the armed forces and protestors, Doug Macadam‘s essay shows that the 

American Civil Rights Movement saw the US National Guard protect protestors at times and 

played a role in insuring that African-Americans were able to attend formerly segregated schools 

such as Little Rock Central High school in Arkansas.
3
  The Civil Rights Movement also saw 

another strange combination of power that would make some students of Peace studies uneasy: 

gun rights.
4
 It was opposition to gun control that led the Blank Panthers to demonstrate with 

loaded weapons in front and inside the California state house in 1967. Portugal‘s Carnation 

Revolution, as Maxwell‘s essay explains, was a bloodless military coup that ultimately led to 

destruction of a dictatorship and to the withdrawal of Portugal from its colonial empire.  The list 

continues to go on, but the conclusion seems to be quite clear: non-violent revolutions, much like 

                                                           
2
 For more on non-violent struggle in Kosovo prior to the outbreak of ethnic violence, please read Howard Clark‘s 

Civil Resistance in Kosovo. Pluto Press, 2000  
3
 For more on this topic, please see John Kirk‘s An Epitaph for Little Rock: A Fiftieth Anniversary Retrospective on 

the Central High Crisis (University of Arkansas Press, 2008). 
4
 ―Opposition to gun control was what drove the black militants to visit the California capitol with loaded weapons 

in hand. The Black Panther Party had been formed six months earlier, in Oakland, by Huey Newton and Bobby 

Seale.‖  Adam Winkler. "The Secret History of Guns." The Atlantic, September 2011. 
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violent ones, have complex relationships with power; they always defy that simplistic 

interpretations that make one‘s ideological world easier to live in.  

 

Much like the strange relationship that the armed forces/security apparatus and protest 

movements have, there also exists a strange relationship between economic ideology and protest 

movements. Like the former, the economic forces of capitalism and socialism are just as 

described: economic. People power, though obviously influenced and controlled by many 

factors, is a form of power apart from purely economic forms of power; thus, to ever expect a 

one to one correlation between one‘s economic vision for the world and a non-violent revolution 

is misguided. The revolutions of the 20
th

 century present numerous challenges to the true 

believers of both capitalism and socialism. The relatively left-wing movement against the 

apartheid regime in South Africa mostly failed to deliver on its promises and poverty is still 

rampant; especially on racial lines.
5
 Organized labour and the Catholic Church were bedfellows 

in an anti-Soviet campaign to create a non-communist trade union in Poland.
6
 All of these 

examples radically challenge a purely capitalist or socialist interpretation of events. Because of 

this, attempts to develop a comprehensive economic understanding of non-violence may prove to 

be frustrating.  

 

Based on these insights into the nature of non-violent struggle and the complications that arise 

when examining historic examples of it in action, the research question of this thesis is: what are 

some of the common themes that run throughout debates on Gene Sharp‘s theories regarding 

non-violence? What are some of the consistently reappearing themes in critiques, both positive 

and negative, of Sharp‘s work?  Furthermore, are there any similarities in critiques of Sharp‘s 

work from opposing political movements or those who have radically different views regarding 

economic? This thesis seeks to answer these questions by comparing and contrasting the 

published work of individuals from radically divergent movements.  

  

                                                           
5
 Finnn Leibbrand & Woolard (2012). "Describing and decomposing post-apartheid income inequality in South 

Africa". Development in Southern Africa. 1 29: 19–34. ―Inequality within each racial group has increased and both 

standard and new methodologies show that the contribution of between-race inequality has decreased.‖ Abstract. 

Also see Naomi Klein‘s chapter on South Africa in her book Shock Doctrine.  
6
 David Ost. The Defeat of Solidarity: Anger and Politics in Postcommunist Europe. Cornell University Press, 2005. 
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On June 3rd, 2007, one of the heroes of leftism Hugo Chavez, under the inspiration of French 

Marxist and political theorist Thierry Meyssan, denounced the work of Gene Sharp and his 

think-tank the Albert Einstein Institution. Sharp, Chavez claims, is an agent of western 

imperialism; leading to a heated debate between left-wing supporters and opponents of the 

institution‘s work. These opponents, often basing their critique on a Marxist-Leninist worldview, 

charge the notion of non-violent struggle with the crime of being a tool of western powers. Thus, 

it‘s supposed moral authority is a myth. This discussion has become well known in Peace studies 

circles, but another conversation that occurred in the early 1980s also brings up questions 

regarding the relationship between non-violence and economics, except from the Right. The 

internal politics of the libertarian movement in the United States involved a study of the 

relevance of Gene Sharp‘s work to their own. Murray Rothbard, perhaps one of the most 

important men within libertarian thought in the last one hundred years, denounced Gene Sharp as 

a radical leftist and claimed that his works were leading those within the libertarian movement to 

give up on electoral politics and take up apolitical positions; thereby pacifying the movement.  

 

Since both Murray Rothbard and Hugo Chavez represent important figures to their respective 

movements and both have publically denounced Sharp‘s theories regarding non-violent struggle, 

the methodology of this thesis is to compare and contrast the conversations that revolved around 

their critiques for the purpose of discovering reoccurring themes. Both Rothbard and Chavez are 

comparable to each other due to their ability to organize populist political movements and both 

claim that their critiques of Sharp are natural extensions of their political philosophy (Rothbard 

being trained in Austrian economics and Chavez basing his critiques off of the work of Thierry 

Meyssan). For these reasons, Rothbard and Chavez were chosen as the subjects of this thesis.  

 

Chapter one or ―A Review and Analysis of the Libertarian Interpretations of Non-violence in the 

Early 1980s‖ opens with an introduction to the political philosophy of libertarianism and other 

key terms and then explores libertarian approval of Sharp‘s theories about non-violent struggle, 

more specifically Carl Watner‘s claim that it naturally fits into a voluntaryist world view. This 

approval is then contrasted with Rothbard‘s disapproval of Sharp, which prompted replies in 

several libertarian periodicals. The chapter then concludes with an examination of the aftermath 

of this conversation and its impact on the modern libertarian party, if any. This chapter primarily 
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uses hard to come by libertarian literature digitally preserved by entities such as the Luwig Von 

Mises Institute as part of their historical efforts. Furthermore, some of the information of this 

chapter was reinforced via interviews with relevant person. These can be found in the 

appendixes.  

 

Chapter two or ―Review and Analysis of the Far-Left‘s Attack on Non-Violent Struggle‖ breaks 

down and dissects Marxist criticisms of Gene Sharp. Most notable is Hugo Chavez‘s public 

speech, but Chavez‘s source is political commentator Thierry Meyssan. Consequently, much of 

the chapter analyzes Meyssan‘s specific criticisms of Sharp. Next, this chapter analyses official 

responses to Meyssan from Sharp and his associates, including but not limited to Professor 

Stephen Zunes. In concludes with a discussion on the relationship between leftist ideology and 

Gene Sharp‘s views on Non-violent Struggle.  

 

Chapter Three or ―Conclusion: What Do Hugo Chavez and Murray Rothbard Have In 

Common?‖ attempts to make a synthesis out of both conversations, though they belong to two 

radically opposed movements. To barrow Hegelian terminology, the thesis is combined with the 

anti-thesis to create a synthesis. The thesis and anti-thesis being the two dialogs and the synthesis 

being the resulting theory of how Gene Sharp‘s theories regarding non-violent struggle relate to 

understanding power. This synthesis is derived from discovering the common themes that run 

throughout both conversations. 
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CHAPTER I 

1. A REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF THE LIBERTARIAN 

INTERPRETATIONS OF NON-VIOLENCE IN THE EARLY 1980S 

 

This chapter introduces the reader to libertarianism (more specifically voluntaryism and anarcho-

capitalism) and analyses a conversation that took place in the early 1980s. The two camps during 

this conversation were Murray Rothbard and the Libertarian Party establishment on one side and 

Carl Watner and apolitical libertarians on the other. Both took opposite positions on the 

usefulness of Gene Sharp‘s work. It ends in a discussion about the impact this conversation had 

on the wider libertarian movement. For the most part, the relevant documents are hard to find. 

Digital copies of these documents only exist due to the historical preservation efforts of 

organizations such as the Luwig Von Mises Institute and through the work of Carl Watner; 

thereby explaining the lack of research on this topic. Due to these historical factors, the 

following information has yet to analyzed and summarized by previous Peace and Conflict 

studies researchers. It is this lack of literature on this topic that makes this research important for 

the advancement of the field. The following is base off of a reliance on primary documents and 

interviews with individuals that took part in this conversation such as Carl Watner.  

 

Libertarianism as a political and ethical system has had a number of definitions over the years. 

Left-wing anarchists who claim to be the true proponents of libertarianism, such as linguist and 

social commentator Noam Chomsky, contend that what is called libertarianism in the United 

States today is a historic break from how the term was used around the world since the 

Enlightenment.
7
  Right-libertarians, who have for the most part become one in the same with the 

modern use of the term ―libertarian‖, propose that the prime political and ethical virtue is liberty 

(as opposed to equality or quality of life). Their use of the term liberty does not just include civil 

liberties but also economic liberties, which they believe are inseparable.  Robert Nozick, a 

crucial libertarian philosopher in the United State in the twentieth century, claims that all civil 

liberties have economic components.
8
 For example, he claims that freedom of press is impossible 

without private property; journalists must own the means by which they inform the populace. 

                                                           
7
 Noam Chomsky, On Anarchism , (The New Press, 2013). 

8
 Robert Nozick. Anarchy, state, and utopia. New York: Basic Books, 1974. 
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Freedom of expression requires freedom of the means to express oneself. He is also known for 

his ―Wilt Chamberlain‖ argument which argues that all forms of redistribution of wealth are 

incompatible with his conception of liberty.  

 

The following is a review and summary of a libertarian dialogue critiquing non-violent struggle 

and the work of Gene Sharp in the early 1980s; more specifically in 1983. Though there are later 

and prior examples of libertarians discussing non-violence, this specific dialogue is important 

because of its effect on the Libertarian Party. Starting from the founding of the Libertarian Party 

in 1971, a question of principles versus pragmatism had been a consistent theme within 

libertarian literature; Anarchism versus minarchism, a flat-tax versus no tax, and so on. All of 

these subjects were part of a wider discussion regarding whether the founding of the Libertarian 

Party was consistent with their own ideals; how can a fundamentally anti-state institution use the 

mechanisms of the State? Was the State, as libertarian minarchists would claim, justified when it 

only preformed minimal duties such a sustaining a criminal justice system or enforcing 

contracts? These were the questions asked by Carl Watner and his fellow constituents in the 

libertarian newsletter The Voluntaryist, which spearheaded a movement within libertarianism by 

the same name. The voluntaryist reply to this question was that the state-craft of the Libertarian 

Party was inconsistent with libertarian principles and that only mass non-cooperation could 

uproot the State from its very foundation.   

 

In response, Murray Rothbard, one of the most important thinkers in the twentieth century within 

libertarianism, utilized Leninist strategic rhetoric in order to convince libertarians to stick with 

party-line state-craft. Fearing non-violent struggle‘s ability to progressively substitute other 

methods of achieving ends, Rothbard‘s criticisms of Watner et al represent one side of the 

spectrum that made up this discussion. Since both parties have relevantly the same economic 

ideology, seeking an economic interpretation of the discussion would be misguided. Instead, the 

spectrum lies between two radically different understandings of power and strategy. This gives 

clues by which to understand later conversations regarding non-violence (i.e. Chavez‘s 

denunciation of Sharp).  
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1.1 THE VOLUNTARYIST UPRISING 

 

The most notable work published within libertarian circles regarding non-violence and the work 

of Gene Sharp in 1980s was easily the very first issue of The Voluntaryist, a libertarian 

newsletter that openly endorsed Gene Sharp‘s works and took issue with libertarian criticisms of 

his work and that of the life of Gandhi. Watner and associates pushed a libertarian theory that all 

relationships and social interaction should be voluntary; hence the name of the movement and 

the newsletter. Because of this interpretation of libertarianism, they objected to all forms of 

taxation (which they believed to be a form of force) and were committed anarchists. By the 

mainstream libertarian movement and more specifically by Murray Rothbard, they were regarded 

as deviants and were counter-productive to the overall goals of libertarians due to their refusal to 

engage in state-craft.  

 

1.1.1 Issue One of The Voluntaryist: A Treatise to the Apolitics   

 

 

Figure 1 The statement of purpose from the very first issue of The Voluntaryist 

Figure 2. The Voluntaryist condemns Israel. 

 

The question of being apolitical within the libertarian context took full pace with the creation of 

The Voluntaryist newsletter in 1982, of which the two main articles were short essays arguing for 

the incompatibility of voting and libertarian theories regarding the nature of government. In 

George H. Smith‘s essay The Ethics of Voting
9
, Smith argues that anarchism (especially in its 

individualist or libertarian form) is incompatible with voting since the act of voting makes one 

                                                           
9
 George Smith, "The Ethics of Voting," The Voluntaryist, 1, no. 1 (1982): 1-5, 
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partially responsible for a system that is inherently violent. Voters, he claims, are akin to a 

―driver of a getaway car‖.
10

 The editorial by Wendy McElroy entitled Neither Bullets Nor 

Ballots directly attacks the idea of a libertarian party and instead argues that the course towards 

liberty is found in non-violence and mass civil disobedience; hence their affinity for the work of 

Gene Sharp and his associates at the Albert Einstein Institute. Non-violent struggle, both authors 

believe, is key to uprooting the state.  

 

George H. Smith, a secular humanist and a long-time libertarian author, has published in many 

periodicals within and outside of the libertarian movement in the United States. This includes 

The New York Times, The Cato Policy Report, The Humanist, The Journal of Libertarian 

Studies, Humane Studies Review, Reason Magazine, and of course The Voluntaryist. Smith, in 

his essay The Ethics of Voting, begins his argument against politics by highlighting the urgency 

of the discussion and calling attention to his belief that ―a detailed libertarian critique of electoral 

voting is long overdue‖ because ―political libertarians (i.e., those who support the effort to elect 

libertarians to political office) are usually silent on the moral implications of electoral voting.‖
11

 

Furthermore, it is his belief that much of the dispute can be reduced to the fundamental divide 

between libertarian minarchists and libertarian anarchists. He says that: 

 

 ―This essay is directed to fellow libertarians who are familiar with the standard 

debates in contemporary libertarianism, such as that between minarchism and 

anarchism‖
12

 

 

Smith enters into argumentation by focusing on two central libertarian axioms. These are (1) the 

State is inherently criminal and (2) criminal liability can extend to those who do not directly use 

force or threaten the use of force. Judges makes unjust decisions. Legislators pass unjust laws. 

Police officers make unjust arrests; but only the latter directly uses force. So, to consider the 

former as criminal, we must take a position that not only those directly carrying out violence are 

responsible for said actions. If this were not taken for granted, Smith points out ―we could not 

even regard Hitler or Stalin as aggressors, so long as they did not personally enforce their 

                                                           
10

 Ibid 1  
11

 Ibid 
12

 ibid 
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monstrous orders. The only condemnable persons would be in the police, military, and other 

groups assigned to the enforcement of state decrees.‖
13

 Logically, the next question is how far 

can culpability be carried? Smith‘s answer to this question is that culpability can be carried 

straight down to individual voters. Legislators almost certainly pass unjust laws, thus those who 

vote for them are at least partially responsible for said unjust laws, consisting an act of 

aggression. To his lament many other libertarians did not share his conclusion. In his own words, 

―few libertarians are willing to accept this bizarre conclusion…‖ and ―unfortunately, this is one 

crucial question among many on which political libertarians remain silent.‖
14

 Smith believes and 

quite rightly so that he is within the minority in regards to libertarian theorizing.  

 

Smith then begins to outline the burden of proof that is necessary for this debate. Namely, the 

voluntaryists must prove that the act of voting is invasive or aggressive. Secondly, political 

libertarians and anarchists, he says, have far more the burden of proof in that they possess 

ideologies that are inherently anti-state. As Smith puts it:  

 

 ―Indeed, in dealing with anarchism—the principled rejection of the State—I 

maintain that  there is a presumption against political office holding and therefore a 

presumption against voting for political office. Thus the political anarchist is the one 

who must defeat the basic presumption. When two anarchists debate the ethics of 

voting, it is the political anarchist who assumes the major burden of proof. It is the 

political anarchist who must  demonstrate to the voluntaryist why voting—an overt 

participation in the political  process—is not a violation of their common  anarchist 

principles.‖
15

 

 

The vast majority of the rest of Smith‘s essay puts forwards the argument that the State is 

inherently aggressive, a premise that most libertarians would subscribe to. He does this by not 

giving a proper argument since the essay does not contain the space to make such a case. To 

make such a case would be utterly redundant since the reader already should have that belief. 

Instead, he contemplates on the essential meaning of the word anarchism. This ideology is the 

                                                           
13

 Ibid 2-3 
14

 Ibid 3 
15

 Ibid 3-4 
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principled rejection of the State and its legitimacy. To come to a conclusion which is pro-state 

based on this ideology is, according to Smith, completely unrealistic; hence the creation of the 

newsletter. The crux of Smith‘s argument is that of definitions and an attempt to be consistent 

with them.  

 

McElroy‘s article Neither Bullets Nor Ballots
16

 serves as a rallying call to apolitical libertarians 

to take up arms via non-cooperation. Elroy is a Canadian individualist anarchist and individualist 

feminist who helped co-found The Voluntaryist newsletter and now runs the website 

wendymcelroy.com. McElroy‘s essay laments that within libertarian circles, the principled 

rejection of the state had been slowly eroding away:  

 

 ―Somewhere in the history of libertarianism, this rejection of the State has been 

eroded  to the point that anarchists are now aspiring politicians and can hear the 

words  ‗anarchist Senator‘ without flinching. No longer is libertarianism directed 

against the positions of power, against the offices through which the State is 

manifested‖ 

 

The Voluntaryist, McElroy says, was founded out of this logical gap. The question of anarchists 

being involved in politics is indeed an interesting one. In retrospect, this question may become 

key in understanding the modern Libertarian Party and the ideological gap between libertarians 

associated with the Luwig Von Mises Institute (which openly proclaims the ideology of 

anarchism) and those associated with organizations like the Cato Institute (which is minarchist). 

If political action for libertarians is illegitimate, what option then do libertarians have for mass 

social change according to Smith and McElroy? Carl Watner‘s answer is non-violence. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
16

 Wendy McElroy, "Neither Bullets Nor Ballots," The Voluntaryist, 1, no. 1 (1982): 2. For her work regarding 

feminism please see Wendy McElroy. Liberty for women: freedom and feminism in the twenty-first century. 

Chicago: Ivan R. Dee, 2002.  
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1.1.2 Watner’s Review of The Politics of Non-Violent Action by Gene Sharp 

 

The most telling and intellectually important article that appeared in the first issue of The 

Voluntaryist was a review of Gene Sharp‘s book The Politics of Nonviolent Action by Carl 

Watner, despite it not being one of the main articles in that issue. Watner, in an entirely positive 

review, endorses Sharp‘s work and explains that his ―studies in the theory and history of non-

violent action merit the serious attention of all voluntaryists‖.
17

 In the conclusion of his review, 

Watner explains the importance of Sharp‘s work for the libertarian movement: ―Despite 

differences in outlook, The Politics of Nonviolent Action should be the ‗bible‘ of nonviolent 

activists. It offers voluntaryists a strong lever by which to uproot the idea of statism. It was 

Benjamin Tucker, the well-known editor of Liberty and individualist-anarchist of the late 19th 

Century, who had the foresight to recognize nonviolence as the tool that Sharp portrays.‖
18

As 

noted by Watner, Benjamin Tucker was a 19th century proponent of individualist-anarchism, a 

movement that slowly evolved into modern day libertarianism. In fact, in 1977 Watner published 

an article outlining Tucker‘s work in the Journal of Libertarian Studies.
19

 He was born in 1854 in 

South Dartmouth, Massachusetts, was educated at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 

and he took up the cause of individualist anarchism around the age of eighteen.
20

 The basis for 

Tucker‘s anarchism was what he called the Four Monopolies
21

, all of which he believed were the 

result of state intervention. These monopolies were: (1) the state‘s requirement that banking 

businesses must obtain a charter to remain in operation, (2) The granting of land titles to unused 

land (Tucker argued that land must be in use in order to claim property ownership), (3) The 

state‘s monopoly on the imposition of tariffs, and (4) the use of government imposed protections 

via patents. In regards to non-violent resistance, Tucker writes in his Methods of Anarchy: 
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  "Power feeds on its spoils, and dies when its victims refuse to be despoiled. They 

 can't  persuade it to death; they can't vote it to death; they can't shoot it to death; but they       

can always starve it to death."
22

  

 

Watner‘s review looks at each volume of The Politics of Nonviolent Action individually. For 

Volume I, Power and Struggle, Watner posits that the theoretical basis for the voluntaryist 

approach to libertarianism and Sharp‘s theories of power are one in the same. Namely, they both 

posit that power is essentially voluntary. As Watner points out, elected officials exercise power 

over those who question their legitimacy in the sense that they claim ―…jurisdiction over those 

who voted against them, as well as over those who did not vote at all.‖
23

 Nevertheless, to some 

degree this power is still voluntary. As Watner so eloquently puts it, Gene Sharp: 

    

  ―Concludes that obedience is essentially voluntary, even though one is threatened 

 with   sanctions and reprisals. A man who is ordered to go to prison may refuse   and be 

 physically dragged there. Such a man cannot be said to have obeyed.‖
24

 

 

    

It is on this point the supposed similarities between the theoretical basis of voluntaryist 

libertarianism and Sharp‘s theories on non-violence begin to coincide, but this fails to touch on 

the more controversial aspects of Albert Einstein Institute‘s influence on the studies of non-

violence. Most notable of these controversial perspectives is the realization that non-violence 

may just be an innovation or an evolutionary adaptation of warfare. Underlining the various 

theories of conflict resolution, there is the notion that conflict and violence are two distinct 

things.
25

 Conflict is the presence of two or more seemingly incompatible goals or means towards 

a goal. Armed violence, especially in the context of war, is only one expression of conflict. As 

Albert Einstein Institution associate Robert L. Helvey tells us, ―a strategic non-violent struggle is 

a conflict waged in a manner that allows the people to liberate themselves. They constitute the 
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‗citizen army‘ in Machiavelli‘s recommended concept for waging war.‖
26

  Mass civil 

disobedience is also a form of conflict, but it is expressed in a radically different way than war; 

however the dynamics of warfare still exist because both are forms of organized conflict. Non-

violence, one can put it, is a form of organized conflict… maybe even organized warfare since, 

in contradiction to Watner‘s depiction of non-violence, non-violent struggle may include 

invasive measure such as the destruction of property.  

 

The Albert Einstein Institution‘s associate Robert L. Helvey‘s interpretation of non-violence in 

his book On Strategic Nonviolent Conflict: Thinking About the Fundamentals maybe be perhaps 

the most notable example of non-violence interpreted in warlike ways within the literature on 

mass civil disobedience.  Helvey spent the latter years of his career as an US Army Senior 

Fellow at the Center for International Affairs from 1987-88
27

 on top of a thirty year career in the 

US infantry. Helvey, an associate of the Albert Einstein Institution, applies Clausewitzian logic 

to strategic non-violence. According to Helvey, one Gene Sharp quote influenced him to take up 

the cause of non-violence: ―Strategic nonviolent struggle is about seizing political power or 

denying it to others. It is not about pacifism, moral or religious beliefs.‖ Any familiarity with the 

work of Clausewitz would call into question Watner‘s association of non-violence and 

voluntaryist libertarianism. Watner‘s interpretation of non-violence may, ironically, be too 

Gandhian for it to be considered Sharpian.  

 

Volume II of Gene Sharp‘s trilogy is entitled The Methods of Nonviolence. In his review of this 

volume, Watner brings up no comparisons between libertarianism and non-violence. However, 

he does discuss historical examples of societal withdrawal and economic boycotts within the 

classical liberal tradition in the United States of America. He brings up the tactic of mass 

withdrawal of congregants from pro-slavery churches during the Garrisonian abolitionist 

movement. Within the vain of economic boycotts, Watner brings up the role they played during 

the American Revolution, particularly the Boston Tea Party. Watner‘s review of the volume is 

interesting but somewhat lacking in substance since the review is only a few pages long.  
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Regarding historical examples of civil disobedience, it is no surprise that the libertarian Carl 

Watner makes no mention of the massive trade-union based protests breaking out across the 

United States at the same time; the most infamous of which was the rally that eventually gave 

way to the Haymarket Affair. Other events such as a Bay View Massacre highlight the positive 

connection between organized religion and organized labor within the context of American 

history. Robert Michael Smith‘s book From Blackjacks To Briefcases — A History of 

Commercialized Strikebreaking and Unionbusting in the United States
28

 follows the plight of 

unions in the United States and possesses more than enough material to show the history of non-

violent action in the New World before the Civil Rights movement. Unsurprisingly, Watner (a 

staunch libertarian) uses no examples from organized labor.  

 

Regarding Volume III, The Dynamics of Nonviolent Action, Watner pays attention to two topics: 

The importance of non-violence to libertarians and anarchists and the potential non-violence has 

in actually destroying the state-based system. As Watner understands Gene Sharp‘s work, non-

violence has the capacity to ―literally uproot the weed of statism. By attacking governmental 

legitimacy, nonviolent techniques not only minimize bloodshed and loss of life and property, but 

actually go much farther than traditional violent revolution in demystifying and desanctifying the 

governmental apparatus.‖ A stateless society would require a large portion of the population to 

be practicing anarchists in order to prevent the creation of a new state out of the ashes of the old. 

Non-violence, in Watner‘s mind, is key to making people more dependent and capable of 

standing up against potential new threats; thus the realization that the State may not be a 

necessary aspect of society. In the last paragraph in Watner‘s review of Volume III, The 

Dynamics of Nonviolent Action, Watner mentions Richard Gregg and his influence on the works 

of Sharp. Gregg was an American social philosopher that wrote mostly on the subject of 

pacifism. His works were incredibly influential on the world-views of Martin Luther King Jr. and 

Aldous Huxley.
29

 In his book, The Power of Non-violence, Gregg coined the phrase ―political 

jiu-jitsu‖, a phrase used later in Sharp‘s writings. This is vital when evaluating Watner‘s views 
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on Sharp‘s materials because it shows definitive evidence that he possesses knowledge regarding 

the application of non-violence outside of that of Sharp and his immediate company. Without a 

doubt, by this stage in Watner‘s career, he is already familiar with an array of literature on non-

violence.  

 

On the theoretical level, Watner‘s attempt to fuse libertarianism and Sharp‘s theories of non-

violence calls into question economic interpretations of non-violence; namely that non-violence 

in inherently and necessarily dominated by left-wing progressivism. This is not to suggest that 

economics has no place in the study of non-violence, rather that highly abstract theories about 

the economy should be structured do not have one to one correlation with the genuine practice of 

non-violence. Thus, economics is not a useful spectrum by which to understand debates about 

non-violence.  This ought to come to no surprise, but, as pointed out in Chapter Two, the left-

wing discussion in the mid-2000 is teeming with economic language.    

 

1.1.3 “No Comment” on the Struggle Within Libertarianism 

 

 

Another reason the first issue of The Voluntaryist is of critical importance is its highlighting of 

not only the struggle within the libertarian movement in the early 1980s regarding the direction it 

should take when approaching the State. It also explores the radicalness that some members of 

the Libertarian Party possessed. At the end of the first issue, Watner and associates created a 

section named ―No Comment‖ to highlight the absurdities of mainline libertarianism by 

showcasing absurd quotations. First of which was a quote from Thomas John Holton from the 

publication Frontlines regarding the possibility of nuclear war with Russia: 

 

 "Nuking Moscow would mean violating the rights of its inhabitants, but rights are only 

 part of a hierarchy of moral values. When higher values are threatened, the individual 

 rights of Muscovites are literally outvalued... Libertarians who are squeamish about this 

 should recall the praise Friedrich Nietzsche lavished on the age that will wage wars for 
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 the sake of ideas and their consequences. In other words, if the values of a free society 

 mean something to you, they are worth fighting for!"
30

 

 

This quote, though supposedly from a libertarian, can be shrugged off as a criticism of 

libertarianism because it contradicts the principles of isolationism
31

. At best, it shows evolution 

has occurred within libertarian thought or that there are non-true-believers within their fold; 

something every political movement possesses. The second section from ―No Comment‖ is far 

more damning. It contains a short story regarding a Texas congressional 23rd district libertarian 

candidate named Parker Abel. In a press release, he favored hanging public officials for favoring 

amnesty and ―betraying the Constitution‖. The Texas Libertarian Committee discussed 

repudiating his statements, but ultimately failed to do so. 

 

The final quotation is from Dick Randolph during an interview with the publication Free Texas. 

Randolph was a long time member of the Alaska party and the Libertarian Party and was one of 

the first members of the Libertarian party ever to win a public office.
32

 Randolph takes issue with 

seeing libertarianism and voting as mutually exclusive: 

 

 ―"I believe there are at least two parts of libertarianism. There are the philosophical 

 positions that we are coming from and then there is the libertarian political party. I think 

 that much of what was in the article was very appropriate for libertarians and 

 libertarianism but I don't think it was appropriate for a libertarian party. I very bluntly 

 believe that the only real function of a libertarian party is to elect people to office in an 

 attempt to implement both philosophies" 

 

Here, clearly, the tension between the different factions within the libertarian party is ever 

present. Libertarianism, like any other movement, is and was hardly a monolithic entity. Each 

camp and subsection possessed a slightly different ideology and these tensions are more than 

exemplified in this section of the newsletter. This discussion does not end here of course. Many 
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more issues of the newsletter were published and many criticisms of their support for non-

violence followed. The next most important piece from Watner‘s newsletter comes out of an 

edition from 1983.  

 

 

1.1.4 February 1983: The Voluntaryist   

 

Easily, the second most important newsletter from the early days of The Voluntaryist is the third 

issue. Appearing in February, 1983, it contains two articles that tell the stories of anarchists 

leaving the mainstream Libertarian Party (―Why I Quit the Libertarian Party‖ by Burgess 

Laughlin and an editorial entitled ―Climbing Off the Bandwagon‖ by Wendy McElroy). It also 

includes a book review of Gene Sharp‘s Gandhi As A Political Strategist with Essays on Ethics 

and Politics by Carl Watner, and several headers of historical interest. Like the first issue, it 

begins to lay out the libertarian case for non-violence and its implementation in the United States 

of America.  

 

Burgess Laughlin‘s article gives incredible insight into the internal politics of the Libertarian 

Party because it is written and is about an individual who ―invested thousands of dollars and over 

a thousand hours in the Libertarian Party‖ and volunteered as a ―state committee member, 

newsletter editor, campaign manager, county chair and active candidate for state-wide office.‖
33

 

Laughlin‘s defection from the party is not that of an academic spending far too much time going 

to through the particular ideological ramifications of libertarian thought, rather it is of an 

individual working hands-on with the party and coming to terms with the realities of said party. 

In the early 1960s, Laughlin was influenced by the works of Ayn Rand and moved towards a 

form of minarchism, but in the early 1970s (under the influence of thinkers such as Murray 

Rothbard) he evolved towards libertarian anarchism and became more involved in libertarian 

activism. The major landmark that changed his opinion of the Libertarian Party was a series of 

events that occurred after the Tax Day protest in front of the Portland main U.S. Post Office 

building. Laughlin had chastised two fellow protesters for ―misrepresenting the LP when they 

said that the LP doesn't oppose all taxes, only the federal income tax (‗because it is 
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unconstitutional,‘ they said).‖
34

 Since Laughlin is a true individualist anarchist, he believes that 

Tolstoy is fundamentally correct in saying that taxation is truly a form of coercion.
35

 One of 

these men would later be the Oregon Libertarian Party‘s gubernatorial candidate and was 

nominated almost universally by the party. Minus a token opposition by Laughlin, all agreed that 

the man should be offered the position. Laughlin explains that it was this moment in which he 

realized that a truly anti-statist position was missing from much of the Libertarian Party. In 

regards to the ineffectiveness of electoral politics, he says that:  

 

 ―Electoral politics is an ineffective educational tool because the people in the electoral 

 audience are most likely to be statists. They pay attention to electoral politics because 

 they think they benefit from government coercion. The people who are disgusted with 

 government in general and electoral politics in particular are unlikely to listen to  campaign          

speeches and ads. Promoting libertarian ideas to most voters is like advertising milk to  

alcoholics.‖
36

 

 

Wendy McElroy‘s article on the same issue reinforces this point. The most memorable line in her 

one page article is the header of her article and not even the article itself: ―Two politicians, one 

of whom is an anarchist, have more in common than two anarchists, one of whom is a 

politician.‖ McElroy tells the reader of the almost comical situation that she is in; namely, having 

to convince anarchists that party politics in an electoral system is inconsistent with anarchism. 

Her point is that it is seemingly hypocritical for the Libertarian Party to promote the notion of a 

stateless society and yet have their prime objective simultaneously be ―elect my man to office.‖ 

McElroy‘s point seems quite rational and consistent with her initial propositions. 

 

The next important article to appear in the newsletter is yet again by Carl Watner. Like Watner‘s 

last review of a work by Gene Sharp, this review is relatively short (it is only one and half pages 

long); however, as per last time, it gives incredible insight into the libertarian take on work 

regarding the strategic application of non-violence. Watner spends most of the review on Sharp‘s 
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account of Gandhi‘s ideological evolution. Namely, the time he spent in South Africa and his 

studies of the works of Leo Tolstoy, John Ruskin and Henry David Thoreau. Unlike his last 

review in the very first issue of The Voluntaryist, Watner puts in very little of his own personal 

ideology in the article, though there is some commentary. Most interesting is Watner‘s 

comparison of some of the viewpoints of Ayn Rand and Gandhi. After discussing Gandhi‘s 

emphasis on only using non-violent means, he writes ―it is an interesting coincidence to see how 

closely this reasoning follows Ayn Rand's strictures that the moral and the practical are always 

synonymous.‖ This also largely reflects the motto of The Voluntaryist: ―If one takes care of the 

means, the end will take care of itself‖. Although Mr. Watner‘s comparison is interesting, he 

fails to take into account the rampant individualism found in Rand‘s work versus the collectivism 

found in the various works on Gandhi; hence his popularity in left-wing circles. In fact, Rand‘s 

magnum opus Atlas Shrugged is more or less a homage to individualism and its moral 

necessity.
37

  

 

Perhaps one of the most interesting facets of this newsletter is not an article at all. Below is an 

announcement for a libertarian conference on non-violent struggle at the Center for Libertarian 

Studies; a libertarian think-tank that was founded by Murray Rothbard in 1976 and was 

headquartered at the time in New York but was later moved to Burlingame, California. It 

appeared immediately after Watner‘s review of one of Gene Sharp‘s book: 
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Of course, the most interesting aspect of this announcement is that it appears that Sharp knew at 

least some libertarians personally. LeRoy Pelton is a psychologist who studies non-violence and 

is commonly cited in literature on the topic. Richard Curry is a professor of American History at 

the University of Connecticut and edited such books as Freedom at Risk: Secrecy, Censorship, 

and Repression in the 1980s.
38

 Sharp‘s work with dissident movements around the world is very 

well known, so it is no surprise that he has met with groups associated with the fringes of the 

American political system. Regardless, the exact extent of which the Albert Einstein Institute 

was working with libertarians is a subject worth exploring. Another short blurb of interest is that 

of a call of solidarity for support of activist Paul Jacob, a libertarian who refused to register for 

selective service. For more on this subject, please see Replies to Rothbard in section two of this 

chapter.
39

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2 THE ROTHBARDIAN CRITIQUE OF GENE SHARP  

 

The voluntaryist support for non-violence and its specifically Gandhian interpretation of it took 

the eye of many mainstream libertarians, especially in the light of its disapproval of the 

Libertarian Party. One of the most important men behind the creation of the party was a 
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professor at Brooklyn Polytechnic University and a major proponent of anarcho-capitalism
40

 

named Murray Rothbard. Hans-Hermann Hoppe, a modern libertarian theorist, accurately put it: 

―there would be no anarcho-capitalist movement to speak of without Rothbard.‖
41

 Despite his 

anarchism, Rothbard supported the Libertarian Party on the grounds that individuals elected into 

office could then do their best to make the said office defunct and push for its abolishment. 

Because of this support, he took issue with the apolitical views of Carl Watner and the 

voluntaryists. Rothbard feared the progressive substitution of libertarian state-craft with non-

violence.  

 

Murray Rothbard‘s most notable critique of the work of Gene Sharp and non-violence 

was an article published in the Libertarian Forum entitled ―The New Menace of Gandhism‖. 

Approximately eight pages long, Rothbard launches out are a series of claims against Sharp‘s 

work by attacking the legacy of his hero Mahatma Gandhi; because Gandhi was a centerpiece of 

many of Sharp‘s early books. Most notable of these was Gandhi As a Political Strategist: With 

Essays on Ethics and Politics. Many of Sharp‘s original theories regarding the nature of political 

power were influenced and evolved out of a Gandhian analysis of social organization. Despite 

this, there are still notable differentiations between Sharpian and Gandhian perspectives on non-

violence. In a radical departure from the more analytical style that runs throughout much of his 

other work, the Austrian economist Murray Rothbard made constant use of ad hominem 

arguments and ultimately the article fails to make a convincing argument against the work of 

Gene Sharp. In fact, Rothbard‘s xenophobia becomes quite apparent in the article on the very 

first page. In reference to Marx‗s classic line on communism haunting Europe in the Communist 

Manifesto
42

, Rothbard proclaims: ―there is now a spectre haunting the libertarian movement: the 

spectre of Gandhian non-violence, of the old Hindu baloney sliced once again.‖
43

 A new menace 

was diluting the message of libertarianism and, according the Rothbard, this menace is the 
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movement surrounding advocates of non-violence and those associated with the Albert Einstein 

Institute.   

 

Throughout much of the article, the libertarian thinker makes use of similar rhetorical devises as 

mentioned above to allude to a supposed connection between Sharp‘s theories and the New Age 

counter-culture movement during the 1960s. According to Rothbard, those associated with The 

Voluntaryist such as Carl Watner, Wendy McElroy and George H. Smith ―deny vehemently 

either that they are mystics or that they are courting martyrdom‖, but he is 

―unconvinced.‖   Drawing from his own life experiences, Rothbard tells the reader that: 

 

―I knew a bright young Trotskyite who, during the New Left epoch, suddenly discovered 

LSD, and started distributing LSD tracts instead of Trotskyite ones. Pretty soon, one mind-

destroying experience begat another, and he was putting up Krishna/Vishnu Indian mystical 

posters and babbling accordingly.‖
44 

 

Libertarianism, Rothbard believed, was starting to come under the influence of these prophets of 

non-violence. The strict axiomatic rationalism of Rand, Hayek, and Mises was seemingly tainted 

by outside forces that were less than rational
45

. During the closing of the article he launches his 

perhaps most personal attack, he proclaims that: 

 

 ―Enough! I had not thought that the libertarian movement, steeped as it is in the 

 rationalist heritage of Rand and Mises, would ever fall prey to the wiles of this little 

 Hindu charlatan. But once again, I seem to have underestimated the folly of which 

 the libertarian movement is capable‖
46 

 

Besides the use of ad hominem attacks, Rothbard‘s argument against non-violence falls into two 

general categories. The first category appears under the heading ―The Mahatma Desanctified‖; 

Here, arguments are presented that aim at undermining the credibility of Gandhi; thus leaving 

Sharp‘s and Watner et al‘s hero and inspiration for action defunct. When analyzing Gandhi, he 
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uses arguments from economic modernization, argument against the moral superiority of 

Gandhi‘s life-style, argument from efficiency, and argument from consistency. The second 

category are critiques of the works published by Gene Sharp and The Voluntaryist. The latter of 

these are clearly more important, but yet take up far less space in his article.      

 

Rothbard‘s character assassination begins with his assault on Gandhi‘s views on economics and 

globalization, which, pray tell, have little if anything to do with his theorizing on non-violent 

strategy as a means to a political end. Rothbard attacks Gandhi‘s views on economics by quote-

mining his work and taking passages out of context. The first quotation that the Austrian 

economist introduces to the reader is regarding Gandhi‘s views pertaining to railroads. He selects 

the following passage from Hind Swaraj (Indian Home Rule) by Mahatma Gandhi: ―God set a 

limit to a man's locomotive ambition in the construction of his body. Man immediately 

proceeded to discover means of overriding the limit‖
47

 Given no context, Murray Rothbard‘s 

remark that ―Gandhi literally took the line that if God meant us to move around he would have 

provided us with personal locomotives‖
48

 would be fairly accurate; however, the passage the 

quote appears in reveals a far deeper meaning to the quotation. Namely, the topic of discussion in 

which it appears in is examining the conflict between Muslims and Hindus in India. Given 

innovations in transportation, globalization will be an inevitable process. Because of this ―Man‖, 

Gandhi explains, makes ―contact with different natures, different religions, and is utterly 

confounded.‖ The advancement of technology, he explains, will cause the clash of cultures: 

Hindu, Islamic, and as well as foreign cultures. The paragraph following where the quotation 

appears, he elaborates on this quite well: 

 

 ―If the Hindus believe that India should be peopled only by Hindus, they are living 

 in dreamland. The Hindus, the Mohammedans, the Parsis and the Christians who have 

 made India their country are fellow countrymen, and they will have to live in unity, if 

 only for their own interest. In no part of the world are one nationality and one religion 

 synonymous terms; nor has it ever been so in India.‖
49
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Discussions about the consequences of globalization are more than present in today‘s literature. 

A simple search of academic literature about discussions regarding the negative consequences 

of globalization are abound. Dozens of books have been written on the topic of economic 

globalization, let alone cultural and other forms of globalization. In fact, the geostrategist 

Thomas Barnett has written heavily on this exact topic. His books The Pentagon's New Map, 

Blueprint for Action, and Great Powers: America and the World after Bush focuses on the 

deterministic effect globalization and changes in global rule-sets have on creating conflicts. As 

new factors come into play in a geographical region, there is a natural period of readjustment. 

This readjustment period can cause disastrous or prosperity depending on how it is handled.  

 

The next economic smear that Rothbard launches against Gandhi is that of Gandhi‘s criticism of 

hospitals. Like the quotation regarding railroads, the passage Rothbard cites is taken out of 

context. Rothbard creates a composite quote out of sentences from pages 6-7 and page 18 of the 

Hind Swaraj. Thus to read the following quote as one coherent paragraph is completely 

misleading: 

 

 "Hospitals are institutions for propagating sin… Hospitals are the instruments that 

 the devil has been using for his own purpose, in order to keep his hold on his  kingdom. 

They perpetuate vice, misery and degradation and real slavery‖
50

 

 

The first phrase regarding the propagation of sin is on a completely different page than the 

proceeding sentences. Given the entire context, the phrase reads: 

 

―Hospitals are institutions for propagating sin. Men take less care of their bodies and 

immorality increases. European doctors are the worst of all. For the sake of a mistaken care 

of the human body, they kill annually thousands of animals. They practice  vivisection. No 

religion sanctions this. All say that it is not necessary to take so many lives for the sake of 

our bodies.‖
51
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Though Gandhi‘s statement may sound extreme to the common readers‘ ears. On the surface, his 

concern seems to be that particular practices violate certain religious prohibitions and his stance 

on live animal experimentation; not with the entire enterprise of western medicine as a whole. 

Gandhi‘s concern was about that the political ramifications of western doctors practicing in India 

had.  He later notes in the same passage that: 

 

 ―The English have certainly effectively used the medical profession for holding us. 

 English physicians are known to have used their profession with several Asiatic 

 potentates for political gain.‖
52

  

 

The use of missionaries, doctors, lawyers, and other professions for colonial purposes is fairly 

well known today. Not just in colonial India. For example, the use of public education to uproot 

indigenous populations. Under the false pretense of universal educational rights, children are 

stripped from their communities and put into state ran schools for indoctrination. One of the most 

notable modern examples of this is the case of the United States government‗s draconian policies 

in regards to its indigenous people‗s educational rights and forced relocation as a tool for 

assimilation.
53

  

 

The next issue regarding globalization which Murray Rothbard takes issue with pertains to 

education and Gandhi‘s views on the issue. According to the critique put forward by Rothbard, 

Gandhi was skeptical of the entire notion of education. He based his case for this via a quotation 

showing skepticism of English education: ―to give millions a knowledge of English is to enslave 

them."
54

 Within the societal context, this quotation is yet another classic example of hyperbole in 

the face of globalization. In Gandhi‘s India, English had mostly replaced the indigenous 

languages as the tongue of professionals, academics, and lawyers. Any discussion of national 

independence or liberation that was meaningful or useful had to be in the English language. All 

official documents, successful newspapers, courts, and high-end business deals were all in 
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English.
55

 India, as many other countries going through a process of globalization, began to 

develop a new caste that simply adopted the practices and the mannerisms of the colonial 

masters; hence his statements regarding the enslaving nature of English.  

 

To no surprise, Murray Rothbard‘s economic critique of Gandhi seems to reflect his views 

regarding capitalism; this is to say his unwillingness to critique the Industrial Revolution.  

Gandhi‘s approach to economics reflects a combination of mutualist and protectionist economic 

policies; fused with nationalistic rhetoric. Thus, a far more compelling and fruitful discussion 

would be a careful analysis of notions such as subsidiary and indigenous property right. 

Regardless, given the context, Rothbard‘s critique of Gandhi‘s views on economics and 

technological innovation seem somewhat absurd. As noted before, even if his critique was fairly 

accurate it would have no bearing on whether the voluntaryist interpretation of libertarianism 

was correct or on whether non-violent action is an efficient vehicle for societal change. 

 

 

The most relevant and crucial criticism that Dr. Rothbard launches against Gandhi is questioning 

the efficiency of his actions and his consistency throughout them. ―The life of Mahatma 

Gandhi‖, Rothbard says ―was essentially a scam, from start to finish.‖
56

 There is no doubt that 

some of the results of Indian independence were far from non-violent (I.e. the Kashmir wars), 

but these unforeseen results were looked down upon by Gandhi himself and many of these 

unforeseen events happened after his death. Given the context of a critique of Gene Sharp, the 

most important argument in this section is the claim that the Gandhian movement only played a 

minor role in a series of events that led towards the liberation of India: 

 

―In general, we can say that Gandhi's non-violence did not ‗liberate India‘; on the 

contrary, the British decision to pull out of India was triggered far more by their 

general  withdrawal from Empire after World War Two, attendant upon British 

economic exhaustion, than it was by Gandhi's campaigns of non-violent resistance. 
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Indeed, many  historians have pointed out that India would have won independence 

earlier without  Gandhi's existence.‖
57

 

 

Here, Rothbard‘s statement departs from classical Clausewitzian logic regarding strategic 

planning and modern literature on the topic; which he did not have the benefit of reading since 

this article was written in 1983. Rothbard seems to be unfamiliar with what Clausewitz calls "a 

fascinating trinity‖; the three components of conflict. Clausewitz explains that the three 

components of conflict are the ―primordial violence, hatred, and enmity, which are to be 

regarded as a blind natural force; the play of chance and probability, within which the creative 

spirit is free to roam; and its element of subordination, as an instrument of policy, which makes it 

subject to pure reason."
58

 Within a modern context, this can be interpreted as (1) the unbridled 

feelings of conflict, (2) chance and mere probabilities, and (3) policy and strategic planning. 

Clausewitz, based on this reduction of conflict, then concluded that proper planning alone is not 

enough to reach one to victory; namely the timing of events is key.  

 

It is here that Rothbard‘s argument seemingly backfires. Perhaps Gandhi was well aware of the 

slow collapse of the British colonial empire and took advantage, as Clausewitz would 

recommend. Many other, if not all, non-violent campaigns erupt in a societal setting that nurtures 

the movement. The collapse of the economy and high unemployment rate among young males 

prior to the Arab Springs provided the perfect setting for mass civil disobedience
59

and the anti-

apartheid movement in South Africa was a meeting point between US and Soviet interests in the 

region
60

. Thus to conclude that Mahatma Gandhi‘s movement was somehow illegitimate because 

it took place during a wider set of events completely ignores that nature of mass civil 

disobedience because no events are isolated islands. In fact, it may be proof of Gandhi‘s strategic 

genius.  
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As noted earlier, the vast majority of the article is spent laying out a series of personal attacks 

against the image of Gandhi; thereby, according to Mr. Rothbard, depriving Sharp of intellectual 

justification of his claims. However, page three contains the most thorough critique of non-

violence in the whole article since it focuses on the topic at hand (as opposed to being distracted 

by Gandhi). Rothbard traces the anti-party libertarian movement to an individual named Sam 

Konkin, a left-libertarian and a major proponent of Agorism
61

, and laments: ―there has long been 

an anti-party tendency in the libertarian movement, headed by Sam Konkin, a tendency holding 

all voting and political action to be immoral for libertarians.‖ Konkin‘s strategy included what he 

called ―black marketeering‖. This is to say that economic actively that is explicitly banned by the 

State should be purposefully taken up with the intent of creating a counter-economy to that of the 

State (what he calls ―white markets‖).
62

  

 

It could be noted that Konkin‘s strategy for counter-markets and black-markets in his New 

Libertarian Manifesto
63

may be a new avenue for peace and conflict resolution research. In Gene 

Sharp‘s classic pamphlet 198 Non-Violent Strategies
64

, the word ―blackmarket‖ or ―counter-

economics‖ does not appear once. Within libertarian circles, this form of rhetoric is largely 

coming back into style via discussions of BitCoin, a crypto-currency popular among cyber-

anarchists and libertarians. Peace research may benefit from a fresh new set of potential non-

violent tactics. Konkin makes it clear in his works that the application of black-markets is not 

inherently violent; in the New Libertarian Manifesto he notes that the mafia: 

 

 ―is not black market but acts as government over some of the black market which 

collects   protection money (taxes) from its victims and enforces its control with 

executions and  beatings (law enforcement), and even conducts wars when its 

monopoly is threatened. These acts will be considered red market to differentiate 

them from the moral acts of the black market which will be discussed below. In 
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short, the ‗black market‘ is anything non-violent prohibited by the State and carried 

on anyways.‖
65

 

 

Rothbard dismisses Konkin‘s strategy for social change by claiming that the strategy does ―not 

strike at the core of State power.‖ This appears like a perfectly logical analysis of Konkin‘s 

argument since Konkin does not make it clear how a libertarian enlightened black market would 

necessarily differ from that of the non-violent black markets that already exist in the world today. 

This, however, could be an avenue for peace and conflict studies research. The idea of applying 

black markets to a socially good cause is still in its infancy. 

 

Once Rothbard introduces Konkin, he then looks to another anti-political figure within the 

libertarian movement: George H. Smith, a leader within the voluntaryist movement.  Rothbard 

accuses Smith of only paying lip service to non-violent struggle and claims that the voluntaryist 

call to non-violence will go absolutely nowhere. Boldly, he says ―there is zero possibility of 

Smith and his confreres generating a mass movement for civil disobedience.‖
66

 In retrospect, 

Rothbard may be right. The Libertarian Party is still one of the major libertarian organizations in 

the United States and the association of libertarians with modern literature on non-violence is 

weak, but what is the explanation for this? Numerous ones could be given, only one of which is 

the supposed weakness of non-violent struggle itself.  

 

Another of Rothbard‘s arguments against non-violence is its role in ushering in the Khomeini 

revolution in Iran. Even in much of the literature in Peace and Conflict studies, non-violence is 

seen as an intrinsically positive tool. The result, it is said, will be moral because the means are 

moral. This comes out of a naturally Gandhian interpretation of non-violence. As Rothbard 

points out, non-violence is capable of bringing about tyrannical theocracies. Rothbard then goes 

on to claim ―the comparative record of non-violent revolutions is, then, worse than that of violent 

ones‖ This claim, however, is far from the truth. A simple reading of the work of Maria Stephan 

and Erica Chenoweth on the statistical analysis of non-violent revolutions shows this to be 

extremely inaccurate. To quote their paper in the journal International Security ―Our findings 
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show that major nonviolent campaigns have achieved success 53 percent of the time, compared 

with 26 percent for violent resistance campaigns.‖
 67

 To Rothbard‘s benefit, this article was 

written well before this research and before the collapse of the USSR and the subsequent 

revolutions that came out of it. But, all in all, Rothbard‘s critique of the work of Gene Sharp 

ought to leave the student of Peace and Conflict studies feeling a sense of lack. His critique 

spends far too much time being bogged down into the life of Gandhi and focuses little on the 

topic of non-violent struggle itself.  

 

 

 

1.2.1 Replies To Rothbard  

 

After the publication of Murray Rothbard‘s article in the Libertarian Forum regarding Gandhi 

and the work of Gene Sharp, numerous replies began to flood into various libertarian 

publications. This includes but is not limited to George H. Smith‘s article Murray Rothbard, 

Voluntaryism, & the Great Gandhi Smear published in the June issue of The Voluntaryist, a 

short reprinted letter between George H. Smith and Carl Watner in the August 1983 issue of The 

Voluntaryist, Wendy McElroy‘s The New Menace of Gandhism: A Comment in the May-June 

issue of the Libertarian Forum, and letters to the editor by Lorraina M. Valencia and Carol 

Moore in the July-August issue of the Libertarian Forum. Regardless of the conclusion that one 

might draw from these documents, these replies candidly reveal the large array of opinion within 

libertarian thought in the 1980s regarding non-violence.  

 

The main voluntaryist reply to Murray Rothbard‘s article is easily George H. Smith‘s Murray 

Rothbard, Voluntaryism, & the Great Gandhi Smear in The Voluntaryist.
68

 Smith‘s essay focuses 

on the absurdness of Rothbard‘s article, Rothbard‘s seemingly inconsistent views of Gandhi, a 

lack of citations of voluntaryist literature, and most importantly Smith accuses Rothbard of 

―strategic Leninism‖, a theme that would appear in later literature. It appears that Smith had been 
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anticipating Rothbard‘s article in the Libertarian Forum, but he never predicted the personal 

attacks of the kind and level of absurdity that Rothbard utilized in his ―New Menace of 

Gandhism‖ article. In Smith‘s own words, he did not ―foresee anything resembling Murray 

Rothbard‘s‖ article. Furthermore, Rothbard‘s listing of personal attacks is further complicated by 

Smith‘s recounting of Murray Rothbard giving positive reviews of the life of Gandhi in the past. 

According to George H. Smith, in 1975 at the California Libertarian Party Convention, Smith 

discussed an anthology written Arthur Koestler entitled The Heel of Achilles
69

, of which one of 

the essays was named Mahatma Gandhi: A Re-valuation. Since it used many of the same 

arguments that Rothbard would later use in the article in the Libertarian Forum, Smith called the 

essay ―revisionist‖ and Rothbard seemed to agree at the time. According to Smith‘s account of 

the event: 

 

 ―I vividly recall Murray's reaction. Stating that Gandhi was a ‗good guy‘ who was 

 ‗sound‘ on British imperialism, Murray emphasized that one's personal life is 

irrelevant to one's political beliefs and accomplishments. A simple point perhaps, but 

it sunk in.‖ 

 

In the light of this information, assuming that Smith‘s account of these events are reliable, 

Murray Rothbard‘s article seems that much more confusing. It seems as if Rothbard had 

radically changed his beliefs regarding the political philosophy of Gandhi sometimes between 

1975 and 1983 and began accusing others of focusing on his life too much. Ironically, even 

Rothbard‘s own article on the topic spends substantial time reviewing Gandhi‘s life and spends 

very little time critiquing published voluntaryist literature. In fact, as Smith points out in his 

article, ―indeed, not one word from Wendy McElroy, Carl Watner, or me is quoted anywhere in 

‗The New Menace of Gandhism,‘ nor is a single article cited. Rothbard's information comes 

from unidentified informants, an overwrought imagination, and thin air.‖
70

 It appears that 

Rothbard may have his own obsession with the moral demotion of Gandhi among libertarian 

ranks.  
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From here Smith begins to explain, from his perspective, just why Rothbard seemingly changed 

his viewpoint. Smith‘s explanation is what he calls Strategic Leninism, the strategic theory that 

teaches that the prime strategic virtue is ―obedience and loyalty to the Party. All enemies, and 

especially internal enemies ("deviationists"), must be ‗crushed.‘ The end (the good of the Party) 

justifies the means. Short of violating rights, Libertarian Leninists exhibit few constraints on 

their behavior.‖
71

 To the onlooker this would appear odd (libertarian Leninism?). Smith is quick 

to point out that Rothbard himself used this terminology to describe his own position but later 

abandoned it for a more decentralized view of strategic planning. Smith believes that libertarian 

considerations of Gene Sharp‘s work was hindered by Rothbard‘s strategy. For example, Murray 

Rothbard‘s Strategies for Libertarian Victory clearly advocates for a centralized party and for a 

view of strategic planning that puts emphasis on efficiency:  

 

 ―If the advancement of liberty requires a movement as well as a body of ideas, it is 

our contention that the overriding goal of a libertarian movement must be the victory 

of liberty in the real world, the bringing of the ideal into actuality. This may seem a 

truism,  but unfortunately many libertarians have failed to see the importance of 

victory as the ultimate and overriding goal.‖ 

Rothbard‘s fascination with Lenin is mentioned in John Payne‘s article ―Rothbard‘s Time on the 

Left‖ in the Journal of Libertarian Studies.
72

 It documents Murray Rothbard‘s strategic 

relationship that he formed with the New Left during the mid-1960s. Because of the increasingly 

growing interventionism of the Right in the United States due to Cold War politics, he sought 

alliances with non-interventionist socialists to create a pro-peace lobby. As one could easily 

imagine, disputes between Rothbardians and the New Leftists were bound to occur and by 1970 

they split. In an editorial in the Libertarian Forum, Rothbard explains the demise of the New 

Left in completely strategic Leninist terms and chastises libertarians for attempting to preserve 

the alliance. It would appear that though he organizationally left the Leftist movement, he took 

some of their ideology with him: 
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 ―One tragedy in this whole affair is that many of the libertarians of New York, New 

 England, and Washington, D.C. have completely forgotten the crucial strategic 

principle  of Lenin: that, in associating with other groups, one must remain 

firm and steadfast in  one's principles, while remaining open and flexible in one's 

tactics, in response to ever  changing institutional conditions. The original idea in 

allying ourselves with the New  Left was to work with a new generation 

permeated with strong libertarian elements. Now  that the New Left has died, and 

its genuine libertarian elements have disappeared,  objective conditions require 

that we make a tactical shift away from the current Left.  Instead, too many of 

our young East Coast libertarians have done just the opposite of  Lenin's strategic 

advice.‖
73

 

 

Smith is not the only individual to point this out. French journalist Philippe Simonno wrote in the 

publication Le Monde several articles about libertarianism in Europe that strangely caught the 

eye of the Luwig Von Mises Institute (they have pdf copies of these articles easily available on 

their website). He comments ―in this text, titled Toward A Strategy for Libertarian Social 

Change, Rothbard takes as his model Lenin, who knew enough to promote capitulation before 

Germany in 1917, and to let the peasants occupy feudal lands. In the manner of Lenin, Rothbard 

recommends a ‗centrist‘ strategy designed to avoid left-wing utopian deviations and right-wing 

opportunist deviations.‖
74

 To George H. Smith, this strategic Leninism is behind Rothbard‘s 

actions in the Libertarian Forum and that he possesses a hidden agenda to weed out opposition. 

Leninist strategic theory, with its emphasis on a centralized vanguard party, runs counter to the 

inherently decentralized nature of Sharp‘s work on non-violence. Smith goes on to describe some 

of the measures that the mainline party had gone to attack opposition: 

 

 ―It is no secret that the higher echelons of the Radical Caucus have kept a close eye 

on The Voluntarists for some time. RC members attend voluntaryist meetings and 

‗report‘  back to Bill Evers and Murray Rothbard. An RC member may be instructed 
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to distribute anti-voluntaryist literature at a voluntaryist conference, with advance 

copies rushed to him through the mail.‖
75

 

 

What Smith takes on next is Rothbard‘s inaccurate representation of non-violence and takes 

issue with Rothbard‘s own strategy for overthrowing the State. Smith mentions that voluntaryist 

have been using Gene Sharp‘s book The Politics of Nonviolent Action in a discussion group in 

Los Angeles. Smith asks the reader to ―examine the work of Gene Sharp and judge first-hand 

whether most of Rothbard's points are criticism or caricature.‖
76

 In regards to Rothbard‘s 

strategy, Smith brings up the valid point that Rothbard‘s longing for a centralized party and his 

―praise for the success of violent revolutions, suggests‖ Smith claims ―that he favors eventual 

violent revolution in the United States.‖
77

 This seems to force Rothbard into reconsidering the 

libertarian principle of non-aggression (assuming Smith‘s analysis is correct).   

 

Only by page four does Smith begin to defend the life of Gandhi. Smith claims he defends 

Gandhi not because he is a disciple of his but because of Gandhi‘s historic legacy is on par with 

the historic libertarian thinkers. Furtheremore, Smith is concerned that Rothbard‘s reputation as a 

credible libertarian historian may trick the reader into thinking that his analysis is thorough and 

accurate. As Smith puts it, ―few libertarians who read Rothbard's treatment of Gandhi will 

suspect how terribly distorted and unfair it is. And why should they? Rothbard, after all, is an 

accomplished historian.‖
78

 To rebut Rothbard‘s claims regarding Gandhi, Smith‘s tactic is to 

quote mine the life of another person of interest: Samuel Adams. Smith portrays, using the 

rhetorical techniques used in ―The New Menace of Gandhism‖, Adams as a religious fanatic and 

a supporter of the US government‘s brutal crackdown of the Whisky Rebellion of 1794. Though 

this section does draw the interest of the reader, intellectually there is little substance. He spends 

nearly a whole page expanding on this tongue-in-cheek analysis of Samuel Adams.   

 

It is not until several pages later does Smith‘s defense of Gandhi becomes more in-depth and 

even goes as far to claim Gandhi into the individualist anarchist tradition. Smith also cites Gene 
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Sharp‘s Gandhi as a Political Strategist as a source. Smith claims ―it is important that Gandhi 

repeatedly called himself an anarchist, that he refused positions of political power, that he called 

for the abolition of the Indian Congress after independence, that he criticized Nehru's 

government, that he desired the abolition of the Indian military and the maintenance of, at most, 

a minimal police force.‖  To prove this, he cites Raghaven N. Iyer‘s The Moral and Political 

Thought of Mahatma Gandhi
79

 and B .R .Nanda‘s Mahatma Gandhi: A Biography.
80

 From this 

Smith concludes that there is, in fact, a strong relationship between voluntaryism and what is 

called Gandhism. It appears that the intellectual basis for both may be the same; that is to reduce 

the amount of coercion in society. This of course contradicts notion that non-violence itself may 

be a form of conflict or maybe even warfare.  

 

Smith ends the article on this note but promises a part two in the next issue. However, this was 

delayed and eventually the entire idea of a second article was dropped. What appeared instead 

was a correspondence between George H. Smith and Carl Watner that occurred during the early 

days of the voluntaryist movement (i.e. May 2
nd

 1982). Below is the header that appeared in The 

Voluntaryist before the letter: 

 

 

Figure 3 header for the letter between Watner and Smith.  

           

In the letter, Smith points out that the focus of the voluntaryist movement is the delegitimization 

of the State via education of the population. This, he says, could theoretically have a violent end. 

For example, he says ―one way to destroy the legitimacy of the state is to convince a large 

number of people that they have the right to use force to defend themselves, against it, as they 
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would against any criminal.‖
81

 This similar to the strategy used in 2013-2014 Ukraine by the 

opposition, but Smith rejects this means as ineffective. Regardless here is a strong example of 

the rationale behind Gene Sharp‘s theory of progressive Substitution. Namely, the goal is what is 

being sought and the means are being explored. Non-violence, upon this investigation of means, 

seems to be the most rational and effective; thereby replacing violence. Smith also seems aware 

that using Gandhi as an influence and a figure for strategic study may be controversial among 

some circles of the libertarian movement. He notes that non-violent strategic planning from a 

Gandhian perspective ―will ‗turn-off‘ some libertarians in the movement because the ideology 

comes off as ‗somewhat cranky‘ to them.‖ From here Smith recommends that the voluntaryists 

―cast as wide a net as possible‖ to attract as many anti-political libertarians as possible. In 

seeming contradiction between Watner‘s book review of The Politics of Nonviolent Action which 

argued from common ideological starting points, George H. Smith makes it quite clear that the 

insight of the voluntaryist movement and that of Gandhism are actually quite different. He notes: 

 

―I remain uncomfortable with nonviolent strategy (i.e., nonviolent in the broad sense, 

e.g., a Gandhian theory). There are important insights here, certainly, but they have 

not  been fully adapted (to my satisfaction) to libertarian ends. In other words, 

more work remains in this area.‖
82

 

  

The record seems clear that Smith‘s understanding of the voluntaryist movement and that of 

Gandhian non-violence are not one in the same. Rather, the use of non-violence is only a tool 

from his perspective; a very useful one though. This seems to line up perfectly with the classic 

Sharpian perspective on non-violence which sees this distinction between goals and means. Non-

violence, even if the ideology is not taken up, appears to have the power, after clear and rational 

induction, to preemptively deescalate conflict by giving clear alternatives to those who may have 

not had another means of expressing their struggle.  

 

In the Libertarian Forum, an article by Wendy McElroy‘s constitutes the main voluntaryist 

rebuttal to Rothbard in that publication. It largely focuses on Rothbard‘s accusation ―that 
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Voluntaryists are neo-Gandhians bent on martyrdom as a strategy‖; which she calls ―absurd‖.
83

 

She takes issues with the charge that the authors for The Voluntaryist are worshiping Gandhi as a 

near god-like figure and points out that they look to him ―as one of the foremost strategists of 

this century‖
84

; while simultaneously they ―do not share his religious, economic, cultural, or 

lifestyle views.‖
85

  Non-violence, according to Mrs. McElroy, is only one tool that libertarians 

can use among many and that libertarians may still ―advocate the moral right to use defensive 

force.‖
86

 She instead points towards libertarian history and provides a case that non-violence as a 

tool against the State has a firm basis in libertarian ideology: 

 

―In expressing and expanding the theory of anti-political anarchism, the 

Voluntaryists are  exploring various non-political strategies of fighting the 

State. One of these is non-violent  resistance as advocated by such Nineteenth 

Century libertarians as William Lloyd  Garrison, Ezra Heywood, Henry David 

Thoreau and Benjamin Tucker; that is, a withdrawal of the cooperation and consent 

upon which so much of the State depends.‖
87

  

 

McElroy begins to make a case by pointing to an example of non-violence currently being 

employed by the authors of The Voluntaryists and their latest project: the creation of a fund to 

support and defend Paul Jacob who was indicted for refusing to register for the draft and 

violating the Selective Service Act. After making his refusal public, he spent nearly two years on 

the run and was eventually caught attempting to see his wife and newborn child briefly. He was 

sentenced to six months in prison and to four and a half years of community service.
88

 His essay 

―The Draft Is Slavery‖ was published as an ―afterwords‖ to a J. Neil Schulman's science fiction 

novel entitled The Rainbow Cadenza, which also came out in 1983.
89

 Jacob, in his essay, claims 

that if a government has the ability to draft people into the armed forces, it "‘owns‘ the people.‖ 
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This, he says ―must constitute a cold, hard slap in the face to those whose history books contain 

the Declaration of Independence and the Bill of Rights…‖ McElroy describes The Voluntaryist‘s 

support for Jacob as such: 

 

―Thus far, the Voluntaryists‘ main expression of non-violence has been a fund 

established to support the efforts of the libertarian Paul Jacob who was indicted for 

his refusal to register for the draft and who has been balancing precariously the need 

to live  underground with his anti-draft agitation (e.g. Giving interviews to 

numerous periodicals).‖
90

   

 

From here McElroy goes along a classical Sharpian bent and seems to articulate his theories 

quite well. For example, she understands the distinction between non-violence and pacifism and 

has reached the conclusion that non-violent tactics are the most efficacious tool against the State 

since it draws power based on consent of its subjects. According to McElroy, defensive force 

against the State and oppressors ―is moral but may be the least effective method of achieving the 

goal of libertarianism- a peaceful society. This is not simply because force tends to breed force. 

Non-violence is based on a particular analysis of the U.S. government as requiring legitimacy.‖
91

 

This distinction between non-violence and pacifism is one of the key intellectual contributions 

Gene Sharp made to modern political science.  

 

After the article, Murray Rothbard published a short editorial note rebutting Wendy McElroy‘s 

article in the Libertarian Forum.
92

 He charges McElroy with giving ―the official line of 

voluntaryists‖ by claiming that they are not ―Gandhi cultists and protomartyrs‖; however, he 

believes that a much deeper dynamic is at work. He makes it clear that he does not believe that 

they are lying about their beliefs, rather that their fixation with Gandhian non-violence is pushing 

them in the direction of cultism. He asks: 

 

 ―After a sober investigation of Gandhite strategy is over, do they propose to explore 

the empirical possibilities of other successful historical strategies for social change: 
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such as the American Revolution, Lenin, the Zionist movement, etc? Somehow, I bet 

not.‖
93

  

 

From here, Rothbard begins to divert from the issue by calling attention to George H. Smith‘s 

rebuttal of his original article in The Voluntaryist. ―If McElroy were right…‖ he says ―then 

George H. Smith would have written a very different response to my ‗Menace of Gandhism‘…‖ 

Rothbard claims that Smith‘s article was merely an attempt to protect the image of Mahatma 

Gandhi and not the same rebuttal laid out by McElroy. From here, Rothbard hopes to put the 

issue to rest by declaring his refusal to explore Gandhi more and that he will leave the 

voluntaryists alone so that they can become a cult on their own devises. Similarly in the 

Libertarian Forum were two letters to the editor in the July-August 1983 edition; one by 

Lorraina M. Valencia and the other by Carol Moore, who is now a libertarian writer and runs the 

website www.carolmoore.net. Valencia‘s letter largely focuses on questioning the notion that 

libertarian theorizing is one in the same as the philosophies of randianism and that of the 

economic views of Mises. Though she clearly supports violence in some cases (―I have always 

been a supporter of the American Revolution, violence and all.‖), she claims she supported non-

violent action before actively reading Gandhi, based solely on libertarian literature: 

 

 ―Before Gandhi came into my reading, I was cheering Thoreau who advocated the 

same  civil disobedience. Where do Randians get off setting the standards for a 

philosophy and  movement, ages old, long before Ms. Rand came upon the scene?‖
94

 

 

Valencia‘s rebuttal is very powerful in that it strikes at the very basis of Rothbard‘s worldview. 

However, Moore‘s letter to the editor is far from this since it could be used to reinforce 

Rothbard‘s claim that there is a connection between the counter-culture of the 1960s and the 

practice of non-violence. Moore seems to confirm this connection and supports the use of new 

age of rhetoric and epistemic relativism. Moore believes ―the ‗revolution‘ will come from those 

of us who believe in the metaphysics of relativistic creative consciousness, the ethics of freewill 
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and non-violence.‖
95

 Rothbard‘s replies that her claim that non-violence naturally comes out of a 

relativistic worldview; however, he spends no time critiquing Valencia‘s letter to the editor; thus 

showing the strength of here critique. This could constitute an admission that the world-view 

supported by Ayn Rand may be at odds with non-violence at some level.  

 

1.3 DISCUSSION  

 

An in-depth analyses of non-violence and Gene Sharp within the context of their role in shaping 

and remolding the Libertarian Party in the early 1980s is far from complete. This chapter merely 

analyses recently available materials released by organizations such as the Luwig Von Mises 

Institute. The subsequent chapter begins to explore leftist conversations on the same topic and 

the following reaches a conclusion about the nature of these conversations. Outside of libertarian 

circles, there is next to no literature on the topic, but what was the lasting impact did this 

dialogue had on free-market ideology and the later internal politics of the Libertarian Party? Did 

these discussions continue in some capacity and by whom? Was Sharp‘s interaction with 

libertarian groups limited to a conference in the early 80s or was this involvement on a continual 

basis?  Did the Libertarian Party continue its ―strategic Leninism‖? These are all questions to be 

explored in this discussion section for this chapter.  

 

Libertarian anarchism and, in fact, anarchism in general has always been in the position of 

finding non-state alternatives to the services we currently enjoy on a daily basis. Services such as 

road construction are activities that are seemingly impossible without the State. Regardless, 

libertarian anarchists have attempted to rebut these arguments from necessity. For example, 

published by the libertarian anarchist think-tank the Luwig Von Mises Institute, Walter Block‘s 

book The Privatization of Roads and Highways: Human and Economic Factors
96

 presents a 

theory of road privatization and attempts to provide mechanisms for speed limits, drunk driving 

prevention, replacements for motor vehicle bureaus, and other facets needed for a functional 

transportation system. Security, like road building, is another function that too may seem 

impossible without the State. Professor of Economics at the University of Nevada and Senior 
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Fellow at the Ludwig von Mises Institute, co-editor of the Quarterly Journal of Austrian 

Economics, and co-editor of the Journal of Libertarian Studies Hans-Hermann Hoppe undertook 

the challenge of providing a conception of security apart from that of the State. In 2003, his 

efforts produced a collection of essays entitled The Myth of National Defense: Essays on the 

Theory and History of Security Production.
97

 There in, different authors such as Murray 

Rothbard, Jeffrey Rogers Hummel, Joseph R. Stromberg, Gerard Radnitzky, Walter Block, and 

of course Hans-Hermann Hoppe himself critiqued the security state apparatus and offered 

alternatives to the role it plays in modern society. Hans-Hermann Hoppe‘s 1999 paper ―The 

Private Production of Defense‖ in the Journal of Libertarian Studies serves as the theoretical 

basis for many of the theories of replacement proposed in The Myths of National Security and 

more specifically influenced most of the content Hoppe‘s essay for the book ―Government and 

the Private Production of Defense‖. Though Hoppe‘s theory of security acknowledges that all 

power is legitimized from consent and that the withdrawal of this consent will be necessary to 

overthrow the State,
98

 Hoppe‘s theory rests on the production of private insurers and militaries 

for the purpose of protecting property holders. He explains in his fundamental 1999 paper that:  

 

―Defense is a form of insurance, and defense expenditures represent a sort of 

insurance  premium (price)… The better the protection of insured property, the 

lower are the  damage claims and hence an insurer‘s costs.  Thus, to provide 

efficient protection appears  to be in every insurer‘s own financial interest; and in 

fact even now, although  restricted and hampered by the state, insurance 

agencies provide wide-ranging services of  protection and indemnification 

(compensation) to injured private parties.‖
99

 

 

Essentially, Hoppe imagines a world of militarized insurance companies enforcing the interests 

of their customers. Hoppe takes the propertarian
100

 viewpoint of property rights and then applies 
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them to collective self-defense. The purpose of protection and security, he explains, is to ―defend 

private property owners from aggression‖.
101

 Hoppe‘s theory seems to only replace the structures 

necessary for violence instead of seeking to abolish them. Hoppe‘s theories of security, to no 

surprise, caught the eye of Carl Watner (one of the authors behind advocating for non-violence 

among apolitical libertarians in the 1980s). This prompted Watner to publish ―Without Firing A 

Single Shot: Societal Defense and Voluntaryist Resistance‖ in The Journal of Libertarian Studies 

in 2006 after libertarian David Gordon published a positive book review of The Myth of National 

Security in the Luwig Von Mises Institute‘s The Mises Review.
102

  

 

Watner‘s central thesis of the paper is that though he does ―heartily endorse‖ the need to move 

beyond the State in regards to security, he chastises the authors who represent mainstream 

anarcho-libertarian thought for failing to consider the possibility of non-violent resistance. He 

points out that they fail to even cite literature relevant to the topic: 

 

―Neither its author, nor the editor, nor the contributors to The Myth of National 

Defense  (the volume Gordon was reviewing) consider one important variant of 

nonstate defense,  namely, civilian based nonviolence… practically none of the 

current advocates of  nonstate defense strategies suggest civilian-based 

nonviolence (Stromberg 2003, p. 237).  What they overlook is the possibility 

of a nonstate society defending itself ‗without firing  a shot.‘‖
103

 

  

Watner is quite right that Hoppe‘s collection of essays fails to even mention the work of Gene 

Sharp and others. The collection makes absolutely no reference to Sharp‘s books like Making 

Europe Unconquerable, National Security Through Civilian-based Defense, or his Self-Reliant 

Defense without Bankruptcy or War. In fact, the word ―non-violence‖ makes no appearance 

throughout the entirety of the essays. It appears that Watner‘s work to bring non-violent struggle 

into mainstream libertarian thought largely failed. Even in his own words, Watner laments that 
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―why has there been so little consideration of nonviolent resistance among libertarians?‖
104

 He 

seems to blame the rejection of non-violence (both Gandhian and Sharpian) on an invalid 

interpretation of the libertarian concept of a moral right to use force in self-defense situations. 

Rhetorically, he asks ―is it because they [libertarians] are so enamored with the concept of self-

defense that they automatically assume that violence in the sphere of self-protection should be 

automatically extended to national defense?‖
105

 This seems to lend truth to the Gandhian belief 

that personal non-violence seems to precede the application of non-violent resistance. 

 

Another explain for this rejection can be found in George H. Smith‘s reply to Murray Rothbard 

in The Voluntaryist. Namely, that deviationist and unorthodox libertarian groups were the subject 

of what Rothbard himself called ―strategic Leninism‖. Rothbard‘s fascination with Lenin is 

clearly outlined John Payne‘s article ―Rothbard‘s Time on the Left” in the Journal of Libertarian 

Studies. Rothbard agreed with Lenin that the key strategic value is, when ―associating with other 

groups, one must remain firm and steadfast in one's principles while remaining open and flexible 

in one's tactics, in response to ever changing institutional conditions.‖
106

 Payne shows that this 

insight seems to be derived from Rothbard‘s failure to create a successful libertarian caucus in 

the 1970s and 1960s and a long lasting relationship with the New Left. The very first conference 

of Rothbard‘s Radical Libertarian Alliance on Columbus Day 1969 was described by Rothbard 

in the Libertarian Forum as a complete disaster and was ―counter-productive‖. Rothbard 

explains ―one obvious lesson of the Conference is the emergence of ultra-left adventurism as a 

major threat to the movement…‖ and that libertarians must produce ―far more selective, and 

more homogeneous meetings, in which there will be far more room for much-needed internal 

education of cadre, and for genuine discussion and dialogue.‖
107

 It appears, given Rothbard‘s 

insight into the formation of the Libertarian Party and the collapse of the former Radical 

Libertarian Alliance, that libertarian theorizing into non-violence was greatly hindered by 
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―Strategic Leninism‖ because it was seen as a deviation from the official party line. The past 

failures of libertarians to weed out political deviants within their own ranks engrained into 

Rothbard an ideology of institutional uniformity and the notion of non-violent struggle fell 

victim to it. Even in libertarian literature outside that of the Luwig Von Mises Institute and its 

immediate associates, discussions of the strategic input of Leninism were still abound. For 

example, also in 1983 Stuart Butler and Peter Germanis wrote in the Cato Institute‘s Cato 

Journal that Leninist strategy may prove useful for privatizing Social Security; the creation of a 

resilient coalition that pushes for radical reform. They explain that ―as we contemplate basic 

reform of the Social Security system, we would do well to draw a few lessons from the Leninist 

strategy‖
108

 and ―what libertarian must do is construct a coalition around the Ferrara plan, a 

coalition that will gain directly from its implementation.‖
109

 The plan of which they speak is 

Peter Ferrara‘s model of social security privatization that is outlined in his books Social Security: 

The Inherent Contradiction and Security: Averting the Crisis.  

 

 

Outside of anarcho-libertarian circles and into minarcho-libertarian ones, short and limited 

discussions of non-violence are brought up from time to time. For example in 1994, in the 

Humane Studies Review, Bryan Caplan published a bibliographic essay entitled ―The Literature 

of Non-violence and Civilian Based Defense‖.
110

 The purpose of the essay was to provide the 

associates of the Institute of Humane Studies at George Mason a summary of the academic 

material in the field. A more recent example of libertarians diving into the work of Gene Sharp 

and others is that of Jesse Walker, a contributor to the libertarian publication Reason Magazine 

and an author of several books such Rebels on the Air: An Alternative History of Radio in 

America and The United States of Paranoia: A Conspiracy Theory. For Reason Magazine, 

Walker wrote many articles on non-violence and even conducted an interview of Sharp 

himself.  Regardless, both of these examples only seek to explore non-violence and do not 

bring it into libertarianism as a central strategic tenet, unlike Watner and other writers at The 
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Voluntaryist. Thus, outside of history books and certain deviant libertarian groups, academic 

theorizing on Gandhian or Sharpian non-violent struggle is at best a passing fad within the 

larger libertarian movement.  

 

 

 It also hard to measure the influence of radical libertarian or anarcho-libertarian thought had on 

the work of the Albert Einstein Institute, but it is clear that at least one associate there is at least 

familiar with their work. Murray Rothbard is not mentioned in the text of any of the institute‘s 

books but he is mentioned though in the footnotes of Nonviolent Struggle and the Revolution in 

East Germany by Roland Bleike.
111

 Sharp mention‘s Boétie‘s book Discours' which discusses 

the relationship between power and consent; of which Rothbard wrote the introduction to the 

English version because its popularity within anarchist circles. Bleike describes this introduction 

―as a good exposition of a structural interpretation of de la Boétie.‖ However, in the text of the 

book, Bleike clearly says that Discours' has ―so far received a relatively one-sided reading, 

which focused primarily on existentialist and anarchist interpretations…‖ Thus Bleike clearly 

believes that non-anarchist readings of the text are certainly possible.  

 

Carl Watner makes no appearance in any of the books produced by the Albert Einstein 

Institution, but he does appear on the institute‘s news feed for an article he wrote for the Vermont 

Commons entitled ―Of A Quiet and Peaceable Behavior: The Freeman's Oath and the Nonviolent 

Defense of a Vermont Republic‖.
112

 The article advocates of the secession of Vermont from the 

Union via non-violent struggle. Needless to say, the Albert Einstein Institute merely showcasing 

an article in their newsfeed is far from institutional support for libertarianism and other such 

ideologies. At the very least though, it shows that the institute keeps an eye on libertarians using 

their work.   

 

Given the Left-Wing nature of many Peace and Conflict Studies programs, using libertarian 

theorizing seems to be an efficient avenue for (ironically) developing a truly Critical Theory 
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regarding conflict resolution. For purposes of challenging students of Peace and Conflict studies 

to think outside the box, an introduction to Carl Watner‘s various writings supporting non-

violence seems to be worthwhile when discussing different perspectives regarding non-violence 

to jar the student‘s intellectual worldview. Since people-power is a form of power by itself, to 

expect it to correlate to any one economic ideology is purely a fantasy. As discussed elsewhere, 

the expectation that one‘s personal ideology, especially economic ones, somehow has a 

monopoly on non-violent struggle will only lead to disappointment. This suggests that the 

spectrum by which to understand debates about non-violence may not be economic at all. The 

fault-line of this libertarian conversation in the early 1980s was between inherently centralized 

―strategic leninism‖ and the inherently decentralized progressive substitutionary power of non-

violence.   
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CHAPTER TWO: 

2. REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF THE FAR-LEFT’S ATTACK ON 

NON-VIOLENT STRUGGLE 

  

The mid 2000s erupted into a debate regarding the work of Gene Sharp and his associates but 

largely from far-left critics. This reinvigorated the conversation around non-violence, but in 

respect to perceived crimes against leftist agendas. The most iconic moment during this 

conversation was easily Hugo Chavez‘s public statements attacking the Albert Einstein 

Institution. Other facets of the debate were French Marxist Thierry Meyssan‘s article in the 

Voltaire Network, the ―Open Letter in Support of Gene Sharp and Strategic Nonviolent Action‖ 

by Professor Stephan Zunes, and Jamila Raqib‘s public statement on the issue. Like the previous 

dialogue, this conversation took place over several years but was mostly confined to 2005-2008. 

In these years the radical left moved one step closer to the realization that the power of the 

people is a power of its own; no mere economic ideology can contain its ability to destroy and 

create civilizations. Based on this conversation about the so-called imperialism of the Albert 

Einstein Institution, numerous bloggers of the Marxist persuasion wrote articles repeating the 

claims of these publications and it became an internet sensation for some time on the far-left.  

 

Whether the intellectual content of the speech is up to par or not, Hugo Chavez‘s June 3
rd

, 2007, 

speech denouncing the Albert Einstein Institution alone represents the fault line between leftism 

and non-violence. Made in the presence of Daniel Ortega, the elected president of the 

Nicaraguan Republic, and the Cuban Minister for Economic Cooperation, Marta Lomas, Chavez 

launches out a series of criticisms against the United States of America. Such accusations include 

but are not limited to the notion that the United States of America was behind the attacks on 

September 11
th

, 2001, and that there exists a plot against him that is driven by the imperialist 

government of the United States in conjunction with Albert Einstein Institution. According to the 

leftist news publication the Voltaire Network (a periodical which Chavez cites), ―alerting the 

peoples he was addressing, President Hugo Chavez quoted the works of Thierry Meyssan, author 
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of The Big Lie, The Pentagate and president of the Voltaire Network.‖
113

 Unlike the previous 

example of controversies around the works of Gene Sharp and the Albert Einstein Institution, 

this criticism was from a head of state and not from the edges of political culture; hence it being 

wider known than the libertarian conversation on the same issue. 

 

Was there or is there a plot against the Chavez regime? It does seem clear that to some degree 

that foreign NGOs that specialize in non-violence have attempted to train opposition forces in 

Venezuela. It does seem clear that The Center for Applied Nonviolent Action and Strategies 

(CANVAS) was at least involved in consulting individuals in the US and Venezuela. In a series 

of e-mails leaked by WikiLeaks from the Texas-based private intelligence company Stratfor, it 

was revealed that CANVAS has written reports on regime change in Venezuela and that they 

have been active in the country. According to Reva Bhalla, the vice president of Global Analysis 

at Stratfor, CANVAS has a document that outlines a ―strategy for Venezuela‖ and that they are 

―ramping up their work there.‖
114

 However, there may be an explanation for this. It is also clear 

that CANVAS views their role as advisory according to the same e-mails. In the e-mail 

exchange, Marko Papic, a Senior Eurasia Analyst at the geopolitical analysis house Stratfor, 

translated an e-mail sent to him from an individual designated as ―CANVAS leader‖. Part of the 

e-mail reads:  

 

 ―We only give them the tools to use them [activists]. In Venezuela's case, because 

of the  complete disaster that the place is, because of suspicion between oppositoon 

groups and disorganization, we have to do the initial analysis. Whether they go on to 

next steps really depends on them‖
115

 [all typographical errors original] 

 

Regardless of whether CANVAS‘s role in the country is legitimate or not, the e-mails do not 

mention the Albert Einstein Institution or Gene Sharp. However, AEI has self-reported its 

consultations with the opposition in the country. In the 2000-2004 Report on Activities, the 
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public is told that a “nine-day consultation was held by consultants Robert Helvey and Chris 

Miller in Caracas for members of the Venezuelan democratic opposition. The objective of the 

consultation was to provide them with the capacity to develop a nonviolent strategy to restore 

democracy to Venezuela. Participants included members of political parties and unions, 

nongovernmental organization leaders, and unaffiliated activists.‖
116

 These consultations were 

not hidden and were not part of a secret government scheme to take control of the country; 

contrary to the picture given by that of Hugo Chavez. Furthermore, it is in full agreement with 

the organization‘s consolation policy.
117

 Finally, the question of whether Chavez‘s Venezuela 

demonstrated undemocratic tendencies is still largely under debate in academic circles. Right-

wing American think-tanks and intellectuals point towards the country‘s crack-down on 

opposition forces. Javier Corrales for Foreign Policy writes that one of the major themes in 

Chavez‘s propaganda campaign is ―the evil of political parties‖ and the ―Chavez-controlled 

election body ensures that voting irregularities committed by the state are overlooked.‖
118

 

However, some reply that the regime‘s economic policies are more than generous to the poor. 

Jeffery R. Webber, an author for the American socialist publication Jacobin, writes ―extreme 

poverty dropped 57.8 percent, from 16.6 to 7 percent between 1999 and 2011.‖
119

 Whether the 

government of Hugo Chavez is authoritarian or not, it is clear American neoconservatives have 

on eye on Venezuela. The Heritage Foundation, one of the biggest neoconservative think-tanks 

in the United States of America recommendations ―democracy promotion‖ in the country: 

 

―Despite Chávez‘s consistent efforts to undercut and demonize support for the 

democratic opposition, the Administration should not be afraid to increase support    
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for the  political opposition, especially in the area of party formation and electoral 

observation.‖
120

 

 

It is this push by American neoconservatives to interfere with the domestic affairs of Venezuela 

that prompted Hugo Chavez to denounce Gene Sharp and the work of the Albert Einstein 

Institution, who openly admits giving advice to the opposition. Is this advice part of a larger 

program led by the United States of America? If yes, how many modern revolutions fall within 

this category? If no, at what point does the work of the Albert Einstein Institution end and the 

work of entities connected to the United States security apparatus begin? The following is an 

exploration of this very issue.  

 

2.1 MEYSSAN AND THE VOLTAIRE NETWORK 

 

As noted before, the inspiration of Chavez‘s criticism of Gene Sharp are the writings of Thierry 

Meyssan, a French Marxist who published a scathing expose of Sharp on a left-wing publication 

called the Voltaire Network in 2005.
121

 In France, he is known for his conspiracy theories 

regarding the attacks on September 11
th

, 2001, in the United States. His theory that a Boeing 757 

did not hit the Pentagon in Washington D.C.
122

 has been heavily criticized even by other 9/11 

conspiracy theorists such as Jim Hoffmann, one of the main proponents of 9/11 denial in the 

United States and an operator of the pop-conspiracy theorist website 911research.wtc7.net.
123

 He 

also received notoriety for his claims that the CIA was behind the Beslan school massacre
124

 

and for claiming that the CIA was attempting to assassinate him in Libya.
125

 For the most of his 

critique of Sharp, Meyssan attempts to (1) prove that Sharp is an agent of U.S. imperialism by 

drawing connections between Sharp and particular individuals within of the U.S. security 
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apparatus, (2) show that there is no ideological common ground between himself and Sharpian 

strategic non-violence, and (3) pointing to particular revolutions that he considers illegitimate.  

 

Meyssan begins his examination of Sharpian non-violence by appealing to the traditions of 

Henry David Thoreau and M.K. Gandhi. Non-violence was a religious and moral enterprise for 

these activists, but, as noted constantly throughout much of Sharp‘s work, Sharpian non-violence 

makes a distinction between goals and means. Gandhian non-violence much like Carl Watner‘s 

interpretation of libertarianism, as opposed to George H. Smith‘s interpretation, claims that the 

goals and the means are always connected; therefore, if the means are moral and the ends will be. 

However, Meyssan, in the very first paragraph is beginning to spin a web of ideology instead of 

fact. More specifically, Meyssan criticizes Sharp for having ideological differences with Gandhi 

and Thoreau, but he fails to note that Thoreau was, in fact, a libertarian and a tax-protestor.
126

 

Thus to allow no room for ideological innovation would also exclude Meyssan himself since he 

is a hardline Marxist.   

 

Meyssan jumps quickly into showing that Sharp may have less than respectable connections in 

terms to leftist credentials. He makes much of the fact that George F. Kennan, one of the men 

behind the United States Containment Policy during the Cold War, wrote the forward to Gene 

Sharp‘s book Making Europe Unconquerable. Though this is entirely true, a careful reading of 

Kennan‘s forward is quite useful to students of non-violent struggle. Kennan reflects on the 

futility of nuclear deterrence and points to civilian-based defense as a viable alternative to a 

possible future invasion by the Soviets into Europe. He points out ―to create a nuclear arsenal or 

to accept someone else's missiles on one's own territory is to increase immensely, from a point of 

near zero to a very high level, the danger that in any sort of a nuclear conflict one's own country 

will become a likely target.‖ By this point in his career, Kennan seems to have grown immensely 

tired of war and he even rebuked both of the World Wars in his forward. He says ―It is 

inescapably clear that in the two great European wars of this century there were, in reality, no 

victors. These were, in effect, simply senseless orgies of destruction.‖
127

 At no point throughout 

the forward does the reader have the sense that Kennan has the intent of using non-violent 
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struggle for pro-imperialist purposes. Given the book was written in 1985, it is highly unlikely 

that Kennan wrote the review with the purpose for it to be used for dissenting movements in 

Eastern Europe in 1989.  

 

Another figure that Meyssan points to is Thomas C. Schelling, who won the Nobel Prize in 

economics in 2005 for his work in Game Theory. Schelling was the chairmen for the Albert 

Einstein Institution for five years and was replaced by Elizabeth F. Defeis, the former Dean of 

Seton Hall University School of Law
 
.
128

 Schelling also wrote the introductions to Gene Sharp‘s 

The Politics of Non-violent Action.129 Schelling‘s work on Game Theory pertains to strategic 

behavior in conflicts. His books The Strategy of Conflict and Arms and Conflict look at conflict 

as a series of bargaining maneuvers. In an op-ed for the Washington Post, Michael Kinsley 

accurately described Schelling‘s research as such: ―you're standing at the edge of a cliff, chained 

by the ankle to someone else. You'll be released, and one of you will get a large prize, as soon as 

the other gives in. How do you persuade the other guy to give in, when the only method at your 

disposal – threatening to push him off the cliff – would doom you both?"
130

 Schelling‘s work in 

Game Theory is also useful for showing how subtle racism can lead to full on segregation. His 

famous paper ―Models of Segregation‖ in the American Economic Review showed that a 

preference for having a neighbor of the same skin color may eventually lead to segregated 

communities based on the insight of Game Theory. However, despite these contributions, 

Meyssan may be correct in saying that Schelling may need closer examination.  

 

Though Meyssan does not go into depth in his article about Gene Sharp on the background of 

Schelling, he does do so in another article of his.
131

 Meyssan claims that Schelling helped inspire 

Operation Rolling Thunder, the bombing campaign in Vietnam from 1965 to 1968. Fred Kaplan, 

a journalist for The Slate‘s War Stories column seems to agree at least partially with Meyssan 
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and says that in an interview with Schelling for his book The Wizards of Armageddon, John 

McNaughton asked Schelling, the then assistant secretary of defense and adviser to McNamara 

(the secretary of defense), for advise on the bombing campaign that would soon begin in 

Vietnam: ―Schelling and McNaughton pondered the problem for more than an hour. In the end, 

they failed to come up with a single plausible answer to these most basic questions… He did 

leave McNaughton with one piece of advice: Whatever kind of bombing campaign you end up 

launching, it shouldn't last more than three weeks.‖
132

 Though Meyssan‘s painting of Schelling 

as the mastermind of the campaign is inaccurate
133

, it would be fair to say that Schelling was at 

least partially responsible since the bombing campaign was based off of his theories in Game 

Theory. Nevertheless, one must be fair and point out that Operation Rolling Thunder did not last 

three weeks, rather three years. This casts suspicion on Meyssan‘s interpretation of the events.  

 

Beyond attempting to show direct relationships between Sharp and various figures, Meyssan‘s 

theories regarding Gene Sharp largely rests on showing that there exists some overlap regarding 

the interests of certain non-violent revolutionary organization that Sharp helped train and the 

interests of the United States government (which in the mind of Meyssan always equals 

imperialism). For example, Meyssan claims ―Sharp has always been present everywhere 

American interests are put at risk. In June 1989, he and his assistant, Bruce Jenkins, went to 

Beijing, two weeks before Tiananmen events.‖ In another article on the failure of protests in 

Syria, Meyssan asks the reader to recount ―in 1989, Sharp was tasked by the CIA with 

conducting the practical application of his theoretical research in China. The United States 

wanted to topple Deng Xiaoping in favor of Zhao Ziyang. The intention was to stage a coup with 

a veneer of legitimacy by organizing street protests…‖
134

 It is clear that Sharp and Jenkins did 

indeed visit Beijing, China, two weeks before the massacre at Tiananmen Square. The Albert 
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Einstein Institution even released an article covering the events on their regular newsletter.
135

 

This is hardly the behavior of a covert CIA operation. Sharp‘s and Jenkin‘s article on the subject 

makes it clear that the Albert Einstein Institution‘s work had very little influence on the events 

that took place. After interviewing students, they came to the conclusion that there is no 

―evidence of more formal understanding of the nature of non-violent struggle. None of the 

students we spoke with knew of any books, pamphlets, or audio-visual materials (in any 

language) dealing with non-violent struggle.‖
136

 The manner in which Meyssan portrays Sharp‘s 

involvement with the student movement in China is that Sharp somehow caused the movement 

himself and that the interests of the students were somehow illegitimate because of certain anti-

communist motives. Furthermore, Meyssan fails to provide a mechanism to explain how this is 

so.  

 

Meyssan uses a similar mode of reasoning when approaching the problem of Milosevic and the 

internal politics of Serbia. He claims that the Albert Einstein Institution ―provided ideology and 

technique to Otpor! (Resistance), a group of Slobodan Milosevic‘s young opponents…Otpor 

quickly became a choice to overthrow Milosevic who was very popular for resisting NATO.‖ 

Though Meyssan is correct in stating that the United States government has a vested interest that 

roughly corresponds with the interests with that of Otpor!‘s interests, Meyssan seems to be 

implying that the rule of Milosevic was entirely legitimate, even though he was involved in 

electoral fraud and was a war-criminal. At what point was Otpor!‘s move on the capital an 

illegitimate course of action? Here, Meyssan is caught in a quandary; peace is pitted against 

leftism and leftist ideology won out in his mind. However, the most interesting of the arguments 

presented by Meyssan is that from legitimacy. He explains ―focusing on the morality of the 

means of action avoids debate on the legitimacy of the action.‖ This is perhaps the most 

profound statement in his review of Sharp‘s work.  

 

Meyssan‘s words point out a disconnection between the morality of final goals, of which 

economic ideology would fall under, and the morality of the means. This reinforces the 

worldview that non-violent struggle can have true believers and true skeptics on both sides of the 
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political spectrum. Sharp clearly articulates non-violent struggle as entailing political freedom. In 

his book From Dictatorship to Democracy: A Conceptual Framework for Liberation, Sharp 

highlights some factors that make a democracy durable upon the dismantling of a dictatorship. 

Features such as blocking coups, being vigilant against attempts to establish a new dictatorship, 

democratic defense policies, drafting a new constitution, the empowerment of oppressed peoples, 

and so on are pointed to as vital by Sharp,  but none are explicitly economic. Instead, Sharp sees 

political freedom as a prerequisite for justifiable economic conditions: 

 

 ―No one should believe that with the downfall of the dictatorship an ideal society 

will immediately appear. The disintegration of the dictatorship simply provides the 

beginning point, under conditions of enhanced freedom, for long-term efforts to 

improve the society and meet human needs more adequately. Serious political, 

economic, and social problems will continue for years, requiring the cooperation of 

many people and groups in seeking their resolution.‖
137

 

 

One could interpret Sharp‘s lack of economic input in this way: free elections and political 

liberty do not guarantee a just society. However, if there is no accountable government structures 

in place, building a just society becomes virtually impossible. Democracy affords a political 

opening whereby economic justice can be pursued. Meyssan‘s critique presupposes that 

economic justice can be realized outside of democratic institutions. It is this aspect of democratic 

structures that persons from across the political spectrum can push towards; thereby explaining 

how persons from across the economic spectrum may get involved in genuine non-violent 

struggle. The destruction of totalitarian autocracies is a prerequisite for both socialist and 

libertarian visions of the economy.  
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2.2 SHARP AND ASSOCIATE’S REPLY 

 

As one could imagine, the explosion on the internet of leftist criticism of strategic non-violence 

would catch the eye of the Albert Einstein Institution and would merit some addressing from the 

Institution‘s associates. Of these rebuttals, the most notable would be Sharp‘s public letter to 

Meyssan which was published on the Institution‘s website and on the Voltaire Network in 2007, 

a public statement written by Jamila Raqib, the Executive Director of the organization, and Dr. 

Stephen Zunes‘ public letter of support (which had more than one hundred signatories). 

Together, these three documents constitute the official reply to Meyssan et al. It is important to 

note, that, like much of Meyssan‘s material on the topic, none of these public letters underwent a 

peer-review process nor were they published in an academic magazine or something of the sort. 

However, given the nature of conversation, an online discussion may be entirely appropriate.  

 

2.2.1 Sharp’s Personal Rebuttal 

 

It took two years for the Albert Einstein Institution to release a statement on Meyssan‘s critique 

of their work. On June 12
th

, 2012, Gene Sharp released a public letter to the Voltaire Network 

entitled ―CORRECTIONS: An open letter from Gene Sharp‖. Lasting four pages long, Sharp 

discusses a few of the topics brought up in Meyssan‘s initial article ―The Albert Einstein 

Institution: non-violence according to the CIA‖. Gene Sharp lays out the case that Meyssan‘s 

accusations represents the ―prime example of inaccuracies about nonviolent action and about 

myself. Why and how this came to be is somewhat puzzling.‖
138

 Sharp‘s popularity within left-

wing circles would lead one to think that he would be exempt from criticism by them, but, as 

with any form of politics, conflict involves power. Power necessarily is the object of agents and 

agents have an array of ideological perspectives 

 

Sharp denounced as untrue many of Meyssan historical claims. The funding for the institute, he 

claims, is not received from any government; though while at Harvard University writing his 
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doctoral dissertation he received funds indirectly through a grant from the United States 

Department of Defense. An analysis of the Institution‘s Statements of Financial Position seem to 

verify this.
139

  Sharp denies that he has ever met the members of the Iraqi National Council and 

claims that his expedition to China to study the student protests there was completely academic 

in nature; he gave no advice to the opposition. This is completely consistent with his early 

accounts of the events in China which appear in the fall 1989 edition of Non-violent Sanctions
140

 

and the Institution‘s Biennial Report: 1988-1990. 

 

The weak chain in Sharp‘s article is that he makes no mention of the direct connections that 

Meyssan take issue with to construct his case against the Albert Einstein Institution. Namely, the 

persons of Thomas C. Schelling and George F. Kennan. Their involvement with the organization 

is not automatically damning but does deserve some clarification. For example, though Kennan 

is supportive of Sharp‘s interpretation of non-violent struggle and wrote the forward for Making 

Europe Unconquerable, their view on non-violence are not one in the same. Kennan notes that: 

 

 ―I am not in total agreement with all of Mr. Sharp's argument. There are places 

where the emphasis, in my view, could have been usefully shifted. I would have 

placed more  weight on highly centralized, clandestine direction, less on 

spontaneous mass action. I am  not sure that the nature of civilian defense planning 

should be so widely publicized as the  author of the book would seem to 

envisage.‖
141

 

 

The exact relationship between Sharp and these men is somewhat unknown, but ,in the light of 

the well-known fact that Dr. Sharp served nine months in prison for protesting the conscription 

of soldiers during the Korean war, there is no reason to believe that their presence is a sign of 

ideological compromise on Sharp‘s part. The theory of Progressive Substitution requires that 

persons who are in place to do violence be approached with the practical applications of non-
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violence. Thus, it is truly no surprise that Sharp has connections of this type. This was clearly 

outlined in the organization‘s consulting policy outline: ―Because much of the work of the 

Einstein Institution is about the use of nonviolent sanctions in place of violence and passivity, 

consulting may appropriately require contacts with state and non-state actors which have in the 

past favored or used violence, or which now do so.‖
142

 Regardless, further clarifications of this 

relationship are not expounded upon in his work. A proper defense of his work should and ought 

to contain an explanation if there is to remain a long lasting relationship between leftists and 

proponents of strategic non-violence.  

 

Though Dr. Sharp‘s reply to Meyssan is notable, it may leave the reader feeling disappointed due 

to its narrow focus and a lack like of citations to easily accessible information that may reinforce 

the article‘s argument. He completely skips addressing his connections to various figures with 

connections to organizations that may not necessarily be left-wing; hence criticism from 

Marxists such as Meyssan. Much of the reply spends time reiterating the sharpian theory of non-

violence that conflict can manifest in numerous different ways and that the goal of non-violence 

is to provide a more viable and fruitful mechanism for achieving an end without armed conflict.    

 

2.2.2 Jamila Raqib’s Open Letter  

 

Executive Director of the Albert Einstein Institution, Jamila Raqib published an online public 

letter of support for Gene Sharp and the Institution on the organization‘s website. It covers many 

of the same issues discussed in Sharp‘s public letter such as funding for the organization and the 

role it plays in consulting political parties and activist organizations. The Albert Einstein 

Institution does ―not give groups specific instructions or advice, nor do we prohibit any person or 

group from accessing or making use of this information. It is therefore accessed by individuals 

from a range of countries and environments with diverse backgrounds and views.‖
143

 This is 

completely consistent with the consulting policy which is readily available on the Institution‘s 

website: 
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 ―Consultation with both sides in a given conflict is more likely and desirable when 

the distribution of rights and wrongs between the two contending groups is mixed.  

The Einstein Institution and its personnel do not themselves become participants in 

specific  conflicts, as by engaging in civil disobedience or hunger strikes on behalf of 

the cause of one protagonist. Nor do the Institution's personnel participate in strategic 

decision-making.‖
144

  

 

Raqib, interestingly, brings up the institute‘s book Anti-Coup
145

by Gene Sharp and Bruce 

Jenkins. The book analysis methods of preventing the overthrow of a democratically elected 

government and lists ―specific legislative steps and other measures that governments and non-

governmental institutions can follow to prepare for anti-coup resistance.‖ Critics of the Albert 

Einstein Institution forget that this research exists and present the organization as one only 

involved in overthrowing governments. Besides these points, Miss Raqib public statement on the 

issue does not shed too much light on the topic. Much like Sharp‘s public letter, she spends very 

time addressing specific criticisms.  

 

2.2.3 Zunes’ Open Letter and Subsequent Writings 

 

Easily, the most important defender of Gene Sharp that came out of the political Left was Dr. 

Stephen Zunes. Zunes, a professor at University of San Francisco, sent a letter to various 

activists and scholars asking for them to sign an open letter
146

 to express their belief that Gene 

Sharp and the Albert Einstein Institute has inspired ―generations of progressive peace, labor, 

feminist, human rights, environmental, and social justice activists‖ and were not part of the 

―National Endowment for Democracy (NED), the International Republican Institute (IRI) and 

other U.S. government-funded efforts to advance U.S. strategic and economic objectives under 

the guise of ‗democracy promotion.‘‖ Zunes‘ petition, though only 138 persons long, lists some 

of the most important leftists in the world at this date and surely casts a shadow of a doubt on the 
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claims of Meyssan. Persons of interest that appear in the petition include but are not limited to 

Howard Zinn, author of A People‘s History of the United States, Noam Chomsky, the world 

renown linguist and critic of U.S. foreign policy, representatives from NGOs such as 

Nonviolence International, World Policy Institute, Training for Change, War Resisters‘ 

International, War Resisters League, Buddhist Peace Fellowship, and professors from notable 

universities such as Kent State, Bradford University, King‘s College London, and Coventry 

University. Needless to say, at least at first glance the list is quite impressive.  

 

Though the petition lists off many important people, one can tell that it was prepared poorly due 

to spelling mishaps and because some of the names listed come from individuals who may not 

carry any authority on the topic. For example, one mishap is spelling ―university‖ as ―unversity‖ 

after the signatory Dr. Michael Randle, Writer & Researcher, formerly Visiting Research Fellow, 

Department of Peace Studies, Bradford University, UK. However, this seems to be a minor 

problem since the petition only made an appearance on Zunes‘ personal website and should not 

be considered fully academic material. The greater issue is that some of the signatories are from 

less than academic persons. For example, an individual named Dan Clore lists his organizational 

affiliation as the ―Soylent Green Party‖, but such a party does not seem to exist. It is clear that 

the use of this organizational affiliation is not meant to be entirely humorous since Mr. Clore 

also signs other open letters
147

 and writes on the internet for websites like anarkismo.net 

declaring this organizational affiliation
148

, but no official organization with this name can be 

found. Another interesting signatory is Jacob Freeze, who lists his organization affiliation as 

jacobfreeze.com and nothing more. Given the title one might expect the website to be a personal 

blog or something of that nature, but in reality it is a painting and photography website to 

showcase Mr. Freeze‘s work. The exact extent to which Mr. Freeze‘s opinion on the topic is 

noteworthy is impossible to gauge since the website gives no biographical information.  

 

At most, these problems show that Zunes was lazy in the preparation of this open letter in the 

defense of Gene Sharp. The letter is absolutely vital to the debate because it shows that a 
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significant number of left-wing academics support the cause of the Albert Einstein institute, but 

the list should not serve as absolute proof that the debate is finished and there is no further need 

for dialog. Such open letters are relatively easy to create and have even been used to support less 

than academically respectable movements. For example, the Discovery Institute (a controversial 

right-wing think tank that promotes Intelligent Design) easily made a list of 100 scientists that 

deny Darwinian evolution.
149

 In an open letter to the U.S. Congress, Global Warming denialists 

compiled a list of 700 hundred scientists.
150

 This is not to dismiss Zunes‘ open letter, but rather 

putting it into context. In the grand scheme of things, a list of 138 persons will not make a person 

take up a given position since such a list can almost always be created by any fringe group. 

 

Though there are some difficulties with Dr. Zunes open letter, Zunes largely compensates for this 

in another article entitled ―Sharp Attack Unwarranted‖
151

 which appeared in publications which 

include but not limited to Huffington Post and Foreign Policy in Focus. This review of the topic 

by Zunes is unique in that it begins to offer explanations for the leftist attacks on Gene Sharp, 

something which was lacking from previous open letters. Sharp, in his open letter to Meyssan, 

admits that he has no explanation for the motivation ―for attacking me and the Albert Einstein 

Institution.‖ Zunes explanation is to highlight that the majority of the skeptics are Marxist-

Leninists and this brings with them the elitist tendencies that haunt that movement. ―Leninists‖, 

Zunes explains, ―have traditionally downplayed the power of nonviolence and insisted that 

meaningful political change can only come about through manipulation by powerful external 

actors or privileged elites.‖
152

 Instead of believing that non-western societies are capable of mass 

organization and social change on their own, the skeptics instead interpret all movements as part 

of great power politics; competition between elites.  All social change, progressive or 
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conservative, is viewed as the product of the powers that be; the uneducated and not yet 

enlightened workers require a strong and solid party to control them.  

 

Zunes continues by pointing out that the Albert Einstein Institution‘s progressive connections are 

fairly well-known. Despite the questionable nature of some of the institution‘s board such as 

Schelling, the board does consist of individuals with a strong resume within the progressive 

community. For example, Curt Goering is now the executive director of The Center for Victims 

of Torture and, according to the Albert Einstein Institution‘s website, was the Chief Operating 

Officer at Amnesty International USA, where he had worked for nearly 30 years. Mary Elizabeth 

King is professor of peace and conflict studies for the UN-affiliated University for Peace. Zunes 

expounds on this by pointing out that that much of the institution‘s funds have been used to 

support research done by left-leaning professors. Recipients of this fund ―included such left-

leaning scholars and activists as Palestinian feminist Souad Dajani, Rutgers sociologist Kurt 

Schock, Israeli human rights activist Edy Kaufman, Kent State Peace Studies professor Patrick 

Coy, Nigerian human rights activist Uche Ewelukwa, and Paul Routledge of the University of 

Glasgow, all of whom have been outspoken critics of U.S. foreign policy.‖
153

 Given these facts, 

it seems hard to ignore the reality that the Albert Einstein is for the most part organizationally 

connected with left-leaning institutions.  

 

All in all, minus the endorsement by Noam Chomsky, Zunes supplementary article sheds more 

light on the feud within leftist circles over Gene Sharp‘s work regarding non-violent struggle 

than his petition. Though the open letter is useful for demonstrating that there is progressive 

support for Sharp‘s writings, Zunes commentary on the topic is unique in that it attempts to 

explain the origin of the skepticism. In some similarity, to George H. Smith‘s critique of Murray 

Rothbard‘s skepticism of Carl Watner‘s support for Gene Sharp, the common theme is that of 

strategic Leninism versus the highly decentralized nature of non-violent struggle. Despite this 

uniqueness, Zunes‘ work overall is lacking in that it falls short of being a truly academic piece of 

writing, much like the literature produced by Meyssan and other associated with the Voltaire 

Network.  
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2.3 DISCUSSION 

 

Mr. Meyssan‘s criticism of Gene Sharp contains numerous faults and mistakes. He sloppily hurls 

a whole slew of accusations without giving the proper evidence to support them; however, he 

does touch on a critical line of thought. After a civilization or ideology receives massive defeats, 

it is completely natural to ask ―who did this to us?‖ Conspiracy theories are all abound in the 

Middle Eastern world that attempt to make sense of the collapse of the Ottoman Empire and 

Islamic Hegemony. Bernard Lewis‘ book What Went Wrong: The Clash Between Islam and 

Modernity in the Middle East documents the internal problems of the Ottoman empire and its 

failed experiments with westernization. Lewis notes ―the question ‗who did this to us?‘ has led 

only to neurotic fantasies and conspiracy theories‖.
154

 Jonathan Kay, in a book review of Jesse 

Walker‘s The United States of Paranoia: A Conspiracy Theory, tells us ―conspiracy theories also 

have a political function: they provide ideologues, partisans, and religious zealots with a 

narrative to explain away their defeats and to cast their mission in the dramatic, even 

apocalyptic, language of good versus evil.‖
155

 The notion of non-violent struggle as promoted by 

a mysterious elderly man back by a hegemonic super-power is the perfect scapegoat to explain 

away defeat. Defeat, if one is to create a delusional narrative of nobility and sacrifice, must come 

from outside one‘s agency and not from within. 

 

Focusing on the question ―who did this to us?‖ can lead to disastrous results. A more fruitful 

question is ―what went wrong?‖ and then followed by ―what went right?‖ What were the 

successes of global leftism and what were its faults? Perhaps an explanation can be found in 

looking at how the overwhelmingly left-wing field of Peace and Conflict studies defines non-

violence. The father of Peace studies Johan Galtung penned a classic article in 1965 entitled 

―The Meaning of Non-violence‖ in which he introduced the notions of negative non-violence 

and positive non-violence into the vocabulary of Peace and Conflict studies and the notion 

became part of the intellectual landscape for years.
156

 He says ―negative nonviolence would 
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include all possible techniques of influence short of 'deprivation of biological health' (called 

violence in the narrow sense) and positive nonviolence would exclude all negative techniques of 

influence (called violence in the broad sense).‖  

 

The obvious problem with Galtung‘s formulation of non-violence (besides the arbitrary 

dichotomous nature of his schemes in general) is that it leaves no room for considerations 

regarding human liberty because it only focuses on biological health. This makes it an easy target 

for libertarian theorists. In line with classical leftist thought, Galtung presupposes that freedom 

or liberty cannot be achieved without meeting a certain standard of material needs; that liberty is 

the product of economics and not a separate entity all together that may or may not compete with 

equality. Thus, any particular movement that counteracts the socialist project to satisfy these 

needs is deemed at the very best as advocating ―negative non-violence‖. But, if Meyssan‘s 

specific examples of ―imperialist revolutions‖ are by and large misleading, are there then 

legitimate examples of revolutions which can be described as pro-free market? Could it be that 

political and personal freedom must first be obtained for economic justice to be sustainable? 

Some non-violent struggles seem to suggest this.  

 

Figure 4 Galtung's Theory of Violence 
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The breakup of the Soviet Union created numerous opportunities for mass social change. Most 

recent of these are the so-called ―Color Revolutions‖, taking place in countries like Georgia, 

Ukraine, Kyrgyzstan, and Serbia. Before these revolutions there was the Singing Revolution; the 

succession of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. It climaxed during what is now called the Baltic 

Way. In this act of civil disobedience, millions of people, in solidarity against a Soviet 

crackdown on nationalist party leaders, joined hands in one massive human chain that went 

through each of the respected country‘s capital cities: Tallinn, Riga, and Vilnius. On September 

17th, 1991, Estonia joined the UN as a universally recognized state.  Though only mentioned 

once in Gene Sharp‘s From Dictator to Democracy, the Baltic States are mentioned numerous 

times in his other works, more specifically his book Self-reliant Defense Without Bankruptcy or 

War: Considerations for the Baltics, East Central Europe, and members of the Commonwealth 

of Independent States. In this book, he puts the overall strategy of civilian-based defense into the 

context of the Baltic independence movement. When discussing the specifics of the approach he 

notes ―in Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia, high government officials have confirmed that these 

defense recommendations during the crises of 1991 were based primarily on writings about 

civilian-based defense, supplemented by other ideas.‖
157

 This is further reflected in the 1990-

1992 Albert Einstein Biennial Report. It reveals ―from November 14
th

 to December 7
th

, 1991, 

Gene Sharp and Bruce Jenkins visited the capitals of Russia, Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia to 

discuss the potential of organized civilian forms of resistance to block attempted coups and 

foreign invasions.‖
158

 To say the least, his work is tied to the revolution in a very crucial way, 

but he does deny directly controlling the revolutions and instead claims his role was solely that 

of an advisor
159

, which would be in accordance to the Institution‘s consulting policy.  
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The left-wing publication The Progressive also notes that the work of Gene Sharp played an 

important role in that he consulted key players in the revolution. The magazine notes that he was 

―invited by the governments themselves‖ to consult on the ―nature and requirements of the 

campaign that they were using to peacefully secede from the Soviet Union. The three 

governments also used as a guide his book Civilian-Based Defense.‖
160

 However, there is much 

more to the story of the Singing Revolution then what The Progressive and the average student 

of Peace studies cares to realize: the revolution resulted into one of the most politically 

conservative capitalist governments in the world. This calls into question past assumptions about 

the Peace studies approach to non-violence. For example, Estonia boasts an incredibly free-

market. According to the Index of Economic Freedom, a scale for free-market principles created 

by the American right-wing capitalist think-tank The Heritage Foundation, Estonia has the 13
th

 

most liberalized market in the world as of 2013.
161

 In fact, Estonia and its fellow revolutionary 

state Poland ―were among the world‘s 10 most improved.‖
162

 This Baltic state boasts low tariffs, 

has a corporate income tax of 21 percent, government ownership of gross domestic output is only 

38.2 percent,
163

 and even a flat tax on personal income.
164

 Estonia, despite it being a popular case 

study within Peace studies, is far from the economic vision that is so popular among its student.  

On a more humorous note, a now infamous internet feud between the President of Estonia 

Toomas Hendrik Ilves, who is a self-described proponent of Austrian economics, and Keynesian 

economist Paul Kruman over the country‘s economic policies regarding austerity and its use as 

an example for such a policy was turned into an opera by Latvian composer Eugene 

Birman.
165

  Entitled ―Nostra Culpa‖, it explores the exchange the two men had and looks into 

Estonia‘s affinity for free-market economics. Thus to describe the country‘s support for austerity 
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and the like as only the concern of politicians and economists would be inaccurate since the 

theme of free markets is at least cultural phenomenon that has penetrated even the fine arts.  

Estonia‘s commitment to what most Peace studies theorists like Galtung would call violence 

does not stop there. Estonia declared neutrality and attempted to stay out of WWII. However, its 

fate was made for them via the German-Soviet Nonaggression Pact. Nazi Germany and the 

Soviet Union agreed that the ―boundary of Lithuania shall represent the boundary of the spheres 

of influence of Germany and U.S.S.R.‖
166

 Due to this agreement, the Soviets claimed that they 

were legally entitled to Estonia and occupied it in 1940. In 1941, Germany invaded and but were 

repelled later by the Soviets. This history of occupation produced, upon the nation‘s freedom, a 

spree of anti-russian sentiment and a strong commitment to NATO as a tool of foreign policy 

(Estonia joined NATO in 2004 and is the host country for the Cooperative Cyber Defense Centre 

of Excellence). This is not to say that it is a militarist society (Estonia spends less than 2% of its 

GDP on military expenditures
167

 and it joined after the invasion of Iraq and Afghanistan), but it 

does insinuate that the relationship between non-violence as a tool for politics is far more 

complex than that presented by the average Peace studies professor would propose. Why is it that 

a defense apparatus that has a massive amount of experience in non-violent action would be so 

ready to adopt more violent tools? Could it be that there is a rational basis for violence or 

deterrence? Regardless of this statement‘s truth or not, the mere asking of it would be anathema 

in some circles that study non-violence.  

With Estonia‘s free-market (Austrian economics in fact!) credentials laid out, it would seem that 

there is a case for theorists who have a Galtungian understanding of structural violence (since it 

is inherently bias to state based socialism) to dismiss the Singing Revolution as illegitimate. It 

rings of Meyssan‘s original point that focusing ―on the morality of the means of action avoids 

debate on the‖ objectives of the action. Was the creation of political freedom worth trade 

liberalization? Or rather, could true economic justice be achieved in a politically repressive 

environment? It is on this point theorists become caught even more into an intellectual quagmire. 

Meyssan, by objecting to trade liberalization, implies that the economic structure prior to the 

revolution were at least legitimate, but where did they find their legitimacy? They received it not 
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from the people but rather the Soviet government. The creation of new structures required a new 

political environment.  

Meyssan heavily implies that Soviet control of Eastern Europe was in fact legitimate. This flies 

into the face of the fact that the supposedly democratic soviet regime in the Baltic States resulted 

in martial law. How else does one explain the January Massacre in Vilnius, Lithuania,
168

 the 

arrest of the opposition party leaders
169

, Barricades incident in which pro-soviet forces attacked 

human shield protecting Latvian cities,
170

 crackdowns of independent media,
171

 and many more 

acts? To simply call the current government legitimate is to be morally complicate in regards to 

martial law; it is one in the same as defending oppression; to become apologists for violence.  

Could it be that since the revolution in the Baltic states falls into a revolutionary narrative that 

Meyssan is unwilling to accept, Meyssan adopts what Zunes argues is a Leninist interpretation of 

strategy.  

 

Some left-wing critics dismiss non-leftist revolutions as pro-imperialist movements funded by 

the US but, as Jorgen Johansen notes in his article Analyzing External Support to Nonviolent 

Revolutions, the West‘s ability ―to control the process is not probable and certainly not proven.‖ 

Given the history of failed US missions to topple regimes, it is clear ―support from US agencies 

is obviously not enough when it comes to covert violent actions or public nonviolent 

attempts.‖
172

 To presuppose that the Estonian revolution must be part of an imperialist scam is 

just a sign of cognitive dissonance resulting from the reality of a free-market state founded on 

non-violent action.  In denying this revolution as legitimate, Peace theorists implicitly support 

violence carried out by the state and fail to come to terms with the reality that some people may 

freely choose free-market capitalism via the will of the people.  
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3. CONCLUSION: WHAT DO HUGO CHAVEZ AND MURRAY 

ROTHBARD HAVE IN COMMON? 

The easiest lesson learned from both of these conversations is that non-violent struggle can have 

true believers and true skeptics on both sides of the political spectrum. Both Murray Rothbard 

and Hugo Chavez expressed worries of a conspiracy against their own movement that sought to 

pacify their goals. The anarcho-capitalist Murray Rothbard believed that Watner et al‘s belief in 

non-violence was undermining the Libertarian Party by making libertarianism apolitical and 

tainting the movement. Non-violent action, he claimed, is only paid lip service in order to 

conceal leftist motives. In a similar vein of thought, Hugo Chavez denounced Gene Sharp and 

the Albert Einstein Institution under the influence of French Marxist Meyssan as a front for 

western imperialism and for stealing the fire and radicalness of leftists worldwide. The common 

thread that runs throughout each of these conversations is that non-violence may have a will of 

its own. 

 

Carl Watner, the intellectual behind the modern libertarian interpretations of non-violent 

struggle, worked for years attempting to bring the study of non-violence into the mainstream of 

libertarian thought. Though he experienced limited success (non-violence is a regular topic 

among libertarian writers such as Jesse Walker), the Luwig Von Mises institute‘s 2003 book The 

Myth of National Security reveals that libertarian considerations of non-state based defense failed 

to consider non-violent civilian-based defense methods and ultimately seek to only replace 

systems of violence as opposed to getting rid of them altogether. In contrast to Watner, Gene 

Sharp‘s associates such as Robert Helvey pushed the concepts of non-violence further and 

further away from its traditional allies in leftist circles. Interpretations of non-violence as a 

Clauswitzian phenomenon are steadily making the distinction between strategy and desired 

results ever more clear. At the end of it all, both projects from competing ideological frameworks 

failed their attempts to fully integrate the notion of non-violent struggle into their political 

language.  

 

Despite the failure to monopolize non-violence by free-market capitalists and state-based 

socialists, the breath of these discussions speak to the attractiveness and the efficiency of non-

violent struggle; thereby giving more credence to the notion of Progressive Substitution. 
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Progressive Substitution is a theory of non-violence proposed Gene Sharp that claims that the 

efficiency of non-violent struggle will eventually replace the methods of violence that actors may 

use via providing them a more efficient outlet to express themselves politically. To quote Sharp‘s 

book Civilian-Based Defense: A Post-Military Weapons System: 

 

―By providing deterrence and defense by civilian forms of struggle, the new policy provides 

a way by which war can be incrementally replaced with a less dangerous option. When that 

option is seen to be adequate, whole countries can then abandon military means because they 

would no longer be needed. A gradual reduction in reliance on military means becomes 

realistic to the degree that the new civilian-based defense policy  is demonstrated to be 

capable of providing genuine deterrence and defense capacity.  Single countries, or 

groups of countries, can take significant steps toward the abandonment of war by the 

development and progressive substitution of its potential equivalent.‖
173

 

 

The ability to achieve this end requires groups not ideologically committed to pacifism to engage 

in non-violence; for there must a system of violence for non-violence to replace for the theory to 

be coherent. The sheer efficiently of non-violent struggle ought to guarantee that a wide variation 

of kinds of persons ought to engage in it. This flies into the face of the strategic input that Lenin 

suggests for organizing a movement; hence it‘s disapproval by Murray Rothbard and Hugo 

Chavez. Rothbard, in his attempts to keep the Libertarian party ideologically pure and committed 

to the art of state-craft, waged an administrative war against those that disagreed with the official 

party line such as Carl Watner and the voluntaryists. Chavez, despite his good intentions, 

labelled all opposition as illegitimate and that all organizations helping said opposition were 

imperialist actors. Both, despite their ideological and their chronological differences, consistently 

applied Leninist strategic theory to their respective movements in the sense that they realized that 

non-violence gave power to those they sought to deprive of it. Vladimir Lenin‘s pamphlet What 

Is To Be Done? largely outlines his strategic concepts, including that of having a narrow party 

for which to carry on the cause.
174

 He reminds his fellow revolutionaries of clause 1 of the Rules 

of the German Social-Democratic Party:  ―They are members of the Party who accept the 
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principles of the Party programme and render the Party all possible support.‖
175

 The Italian 

Marxist sociologist Antonio Negri is perhaps the world‘s leading expert on Leninist 

interpretations of Marxism. Born in 1933, Negri is controversial for supposedly being complicit 

in various acts of terrorism carried out by the Red Brigade such as the 1978 assassination of 

Aldo Moro (the two time prime-minister of Italy).
176

 His work Factory of Strategy: Thirty-Three 

Lessons on Lenin outlines what he understand as the three aspects of Leninist thought: 

 

 ―The first bloc has a propaedeutic character, on the internal dynamic of Leninist thought. 

 We will seek to follow the way in which problems are formed in the political theory of 

 Lenin, comparing them with the way in which we tackle similar themes. The second bloc 

 of lessons will make reference, in a more specific form, to the discourse on organization 

 and, in particular, on the subject of the soviet-party in the thought of Lenin. Lastly, in the 

 third group of lessons the focus shall be on the subject of the extinction of the State…‖
177

 

 

It is the second bloc of Negri‘s interpretation of Leninism that is of interest in this discussion. 

Lenin, he explains in the lessons, hopes to dismantle the State non-anarchically. Instead he 

proposes his theories with the intent for them to be used to dismantle the State in such a way that 

it is done institutionally. This completely corresponds to Lenin‘s words in his work What is to be 

done? ―Our fragmentation and our amateurism‖, Vladimir Lenin says, ―are an outright hindrance 

to this work of organization which requires the existence of a single, all-Russia body of 

revolutionaries capable of giving leadership to the all-Russia trade unions.‖
178

 Lenin‘s 

motivation for following the official party line was the fight against expressions of amateurism, 

especially in its politically deviant form. Non-violence by its very nature has the tendency to 

nurture political deviants by giving them the means to express themselves politically; hence its 

clash with strategically Leninist thinkers.  
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With this in consideration, is it no surprise that Lenin rejected the work of his contemporary Leo 

Tolstoy? In his essay "Leo Tolstoy is the Mirror of the Russian Revolution‖
179

, Lenin portrays 

Tolstoy as a series of contradictions; a mirror by which the revolution poorly reflects itself. 

Lenin, after discussing Tolstoy‘s belief in God, says ―On the one hand, [Tolstoy advocates a] 

merciless criticism of capitalist exploitation...On the other, the crackpot preaching of submission, 

‗resist not evil‘ with violence.‖
180

 In the essay, Vladimir Lenin portrays Tolstoy as belonging to 

the Russin liberal class and thus cannot truly connect with the plight of the workers; instead his 

commitment to the Christian deity is a sign of his landlordism. Upon Leo Tolstoy‘s death in 

1910, Lenin published another essay in the socialist publication Sotsial-Demokrat entitled ―L.N. 

Tolstoy‖
181

. Therein, Lenin sums up his critique of the life of Tolstoy and points to the ―shedding 

of crocodile tears‖ by ―government newspapers‖ over his death. According to Lenin, Tolstoy‘s 

―struggle against the feudal police state, against the monarchy turned into a repudiation of 

politics, led to the doctrine of ‗non-resistance to evil‘, and to complete aloofness from the 

revolutionary struggle of the masses in 1905–07.‖ Lenin‘s words are eerily similar to Rothbard‘s 

statements regarding Carl Watner.  

 

Even thinkers at the Albert Einstein Institution are carefully aware of the fact that their work is 

contrary to the strategic input of Leninism. In Gene Sharp‘s Making Europe Unconquerable: The 

Potential of Civilian-based Deterrence and Defense (the very volume of his work that Meyssan 

takes issue with due to its forward by containment theorist George Kennan), Sharp briefly 

discusses the possible responses to a transarmament process (what Sharp calls the process of 

replacing more traditional defense systems with non-violent defense mechanisms). He mentions 

that the Soviet Union would most likely be displeased with the process not just due to difficulty 

handling non-violent revolutions in the past (e.g. Poland and Czechoslovakia) but also on an 

ideological basis since it radically challenges Leninist conceptions of strategic planning: 

 

 ―The ideological threat is also important. Both nonviolent struggle generally and 

civilian- based defense in particular challenge two principles of Leninism: 

concentration of control  in the hands of an elite in command of the state 
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apparatus and the central role and  omnipotence of violence. The refutation of 

these both in theory and practice would be  perceived as a most dangerous 

development.‖
182

 

 

With this in consideration, the conflict between the strategic input of Leninism and non-violent 

struggle can be said to not just be a mere interpretation of events; rather is comes directly from 

the mouth of one of the major thinkers regarding non-violence. This conflict runs as an 

undercurrent through many of the controversies regarding the topic. Whether ones views 

revolution as the product of a centralized committee of thinkers and activists as Lenin would 

interpret it or the collective product of numerous different actor‘s emergent expression of 

conflict weighs heavily on the perspective one has on non-violent revolutions. What do Murray 

Rothbard and Hugo Chavez have in common then? Strategic Leninism and the blaming of 

political failure on deviants within the movement.  
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Appendix A: An Interview with Carl Watner 

October 19th, 2013 via e-mail correspondence. All typos are original. Mr Carl Watner 

responds to a list of questions: 

 

1. What relationship do you have with Gene Sharp and the Albert Einstein institute? According 

to The Voluntaryist, you met him at a 1976 conference.  

 

I have been a supporter of Sharp and his Albert Einstein Institution over the years. I met him at 

the conference you mentioned, but never again. The list of articles in The Voluntaryist for 

nonviolence at http://voluntaryist.com/nonviolence/index.html#.UmLy1XDrwaM 

is incomplete. I reviewed a number of Gene's books in early issues of The Voluntaryist. My 

article on Voluntaryist Resistance in Issue 125 at http://voluntaryist.com/backissues/125.pdf 

relies heavily on his insights. 

 

2. Are you familiar with leftist critiques of Gene Sharp, such as Meyssan‘s articles on the topic?  

 

No, I am not familiar with the leftist critiques of Sharp, nor of those of Meyssan. 

Could you give me the title of his book? 

 

3. How has non-violence integrated into other libertarian community overall? More specifically, 

how does the Mises Institute view non-violence? 

 

 I am probably not involved in "the libertarian community" enough to answer your question. 

Many voluntaryists came to their philosophy by attending or being influenced by Freedom 

School in which Robert LeFevre played a prominent role. His pacifism dovetailed in with 

nonviolence resistance as an alternative strategy. The Mises Institute did publish my article 

"Without Firing a Single Shot" in their JOURNAL OF LIBERTARIAN STUDIES, but they also 

supported (at least indirectly) Ron Paul's electoral involvement. If you want to know their 

position, I suggest you contact them directly. 

 

 

http://voluntaryist.com/nonviolence/index.html#.UmLy1XDrwaM
http://voluntaryist.com/backissues/125.pdf
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Appendix B: An Interview with Jesse Walker 

 

October 28
th

, 2013 via e-mail correspondence. Typos original. Walker responds to a list of 

questions: 

 

1) What influence do you believe the work of the Albert Einstein Institution has had on 

libertarian organizations? For example, the radical libertarian newsletter The Voluntaryist cites 

his material regularly. If his influence is limited, then why is this so? 

 

I'm not sure about this. Carl Watner at the Voluntaryist does cite Sharp, and so do other 

libertarian writers here and there -- me, Bryan Caplan, etc. I don't know that Sharp & co. have 

had much of an influence on the institutional level, though. Nor am I sure why that should be so. 

I haven't encountered much *hostility* to him from libertarians, so I suspect it has more to do 

with not being aware of his work than not liking it. 

 

(I suppose some Second Amendment activists might react unhappily to the ideas that guns might 

not be the best means of overthrowing an oppressive government. I've seen some comments 

more or less to that effect in blog comment threads. Then again, I would be wary of drawing 

sweeping conclusions from blog common threads.) 

 

2) Are you familiar with far-leftist critics of Sharp and non-violence? For example, Meyssan's 

conspiracy theory that Sharp is part of the CIA that inspired Hugo Chavez to denounce AEI. 

 

Yes. I addressed some of those here: http://reason.com/archives/2004/11/30/the-east-turned-

upside-down. Oddly, I've seen this article cited in some subsequent anti-Sharp conspiracy 

writing, with the "parachute Karl Rove" quote pulled out of context. 

 

3) Since you interviewed Sharp, do you know if Sharp has maintained a long last relationship 

with any libertarian organizations? 

 

http://reason.com/archives/2004/11/30/the-east-turned-upside-down
http://reason.com/archives/2004/11/30/the-east-turned-upside-down
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The first time I interviewed him, about a decade ago, he mentioned some past friendly ties with 

libertarians. But they were more of the "That guy published an article I liked" variety. I am not 

aware of any long-lasting organizational connections. 

 

October 28
th

, 2013 via e-mail correspondence. Lawrence’s reply: 

 

Thank you for your input. I've been slowly making my way into the non-violent struggle 

academic community and I've become obsessed with the large array of conspiracy theories 

around Gene Sharp, hence my second question. I have yet to read your book The United States 

of Paranoia, but it is on my reading list.  

 

The other two questions were motivated by wanting to see more of a libertarian presence in the 

peace and conflict resolution community. I am hoping to be a professor for a few courses next 

fall at Tiffin University and I want to develop a balanced reading list. Personally I describe 

myself as left-wing, but I am tired of peace and conflict resolution courses being uncritical of the 

various theories of conflict that exist. For example, in many peace and conflict resolution text 

books, the definition of violence is often constructed in such a way that it makes no room to 

factor in personal liberties. This has propelled me to write more on the history of libertarianism 

and non-violence as a way to counter act biases about it from the Left. 

 

October 28
th

, 2013 via e-mail correspondence. Walker replies: 

 

I think there is, or should be, a natural affinity between Sharp's theories and libertarianism, 

particularly those schools of libertarianism that define themselves in terms of being opposed to 

coercion. The writers at The Voluntaryist clearly recognize that connection. 

 

Interestingly, Jack DuVall once told me that he considered himself a libertarian of sorts, though 

it became clear after a while that he meant something different by that word than I did. (*) And 

I've heard that Peter Ackerman has free-market tendencies. (An MSNBC host once told me he 

was surprised to hear Ackerman's views about ObamaCare, which apparently are very negative.) 

So it's definitely an intersection worth exploring. 
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Appendix C: Analysis of the Institute’s Financial Records in the Light of 

Meyssan’s Accusations 

 

What would be a useful method of determining the true intents of the Albert Einstein Institution, 

especially in the light of the amount vast of criticism from some on the far-left in the mid-2000s? 

The main method Meyssan and other leftist critiques of Sharp is to select case examples of non-

violent movements that share objectives that vaguely correspond with the interests of the United 

States government; hence they are imperialist.
183

 Another is to show direct connections between 

Gene Sharp and person directly involves in the American security apparatus. Perhaps a more 

efficient and scientific method would be an analysis of the Institution‘s cash flow and financial 

investments. Thankfully, the Albert Einstein Institute has published their financial records. The 

documents Report on Activities 200-2004, Biennial Report 1988-1990, and the Report on 

Activities 1993-1999 not only reveal the details of their operations from year to year but they also 

contain a statement of financial position; some of these documents were audited by Alexander, 

Aronson, Finning & Co., P.C., a consulting firm in New England since 1973. In terms of the 

origins of the organization, a non-externally audited statement of financial position appears in the 

document The First Five Years-1983-1988 and Plans for the Future: The President’s Report for 

the financial years1984-1988. All together, they provide a wealth of information that describe the 

nature of the Albert Einstein Institution‘s activities.  

 

The document The First Five Years- 1983-1988 and Plans for the Future: The President’s 

Report peers into the early days of the Albert Einstein Institution. In total, it is 36 pages long and 

it largely reports on the various activities of the institute. Some of the highlighted activities 

include but are not limited to explaining the history of the notion of non-violent sanctions and the 

institute‘s involvement in their development at Harvard University
184

, detailing events hosted by 

the organization, listing academic material produced, some details of fact finding expeditions at 

such places but not limited to Israel-Palestine, and details of the institution‘s fellowship program. 

                                                           
183

 The argument could easily be argued the other way around: (1) Non-violent movement X‘s objectives 

corresponds with the interests of the United States. (2) X was a legitimate movement. In conclusion, (3) thus some 

of the United States interests are legitimate.  
184

 The Albert Einstein Institution. The First Five Years- 1983-1988 and Plans for the Future: The President’s 

Report. Cambridge, Massachusetts: 1988. 
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Needless to say, the report presents an organization that is experiencing birthing pains. When 

discussing consultations, the document highlights that ―at present, the Einstein Institution does 

not have adequate appropriate personnel and resources to respond to every request for visits and 

consultations in the countries involved.‖
185

 A quick look at the financial records that appear in 

appendix A on page 29 reveals this to be true.  

  

 

Most noticeable of this particular statement of financial position is that it is clear that the first 

few years of the institution were far from stable; unpredictable in fact. In 1984, all reported funds 

came from personal contributions and an overwhelming amount of the money went by way of a 

grant to the then program on non-violent sanctions at Harvard University. 1985 saw significant 

growth and a diversification in the mode of revenue; allowing for the institution to allocate more 

money to research, consultations, and publications. However, in 1986, the institution ran a 

budget deficit of 1,551 dollars due a dramatic increase in expenditures with revenue staying 

relatively the same. All in all, it was 1987 that made the finance books of the Albert Einstein 

Institution reach the level one could expect from an institution of its nature, finishing with a 

balance of 817,945 dollars. Suspiciously, the Albert Einstein institution‘s balance goes from a 

                                                           
185

 Ibid  
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deficit to three quarters of a million dollars within the period of one fiscal year. However, this 

could easily be explained by noticing that the organization spent 21,000 dollars on fundraising 

activities that year, as opposed to only 5,000 dollars the year before. The explanation given by 

the report for this increase in revenue is increased administrative costs: 

 

 ―Administrative and Program costs, respectively, for FY87 and FY88 reflects the 

 changed relationship between the Institution and the Program on Nonviolent Sanctions, 

 which required the Institution to assume Program responsibilities, i.e. 3 staff positions 

 thereby requiring larger office space, and purchase of additional equipment and 

 supplies.‖  

 

The following year, the balance was positive yet again. Though the institution only spent around 

5,500 dollars on fundraising activities, they received a restricted gift of 800,000 dollars. For the 

first time, funding for publications grew to over 100,000 dollars and the modern version of the 

Albert Einstein Institution was born. This picture of the financial origins of Gene Sharp‘s think-

tank is far from what one would imagine as an organization controlled by the Central 

Intelligence Agency. Nevertheless, the benefactor of the restricted gift of 800,000 dollars is not 

named and this particular statement of financial position is not audited by an outside 

organization. The balance sheets of the following years of 1989 and 1990, which are some of the 

most important years in the study of non-violent revolutions, are given in the document Biennial 

Report: 1988-1990.
186

 The various revolutions against the USSR took place over these years, 

including the Singing Revolution in the Baltic States of which Meyssan appeals to in his article 

denouncing the Albert Einstein Institute.  

                                                           
186

 The Albert Einstein Institution, "Biennial Report: 1988-1990." Accessed November 18, 2013. P. 25. 

http://www.aeinstein.org/organizations/org/scannedPDFs/Biennial Report - 1988-1990.pdf. 
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In contradiction to the narrative given by Leftist critics of the Albert Einstein Institution, there 

are no financial abnormalities for the years of 1989 and 1990. Both years balances are lower than 

the end of the year balance for 1987. If these said revolutions were truly caused by the Central 

Intelligence Agency via the Albert Einstein Institution as a proxy, one would expect are far 

larger budget than the one listed in this report. During the height of the revolutions 1989, the 

total operating revenue of the organization was only 277,945 dollars as compared to 699,180 

dollars one year later. The largest expense in 1989 was research, policy studies, and 

documentation. Simply put, one would expect there to be some correlation between the 

revenue/expenses and these revolutions which are supposedly caused by the Central Intelligence 

Agency. Furthermore, the statements of financial position were audited by Alexander, Aronson, 

Finning & Co., P.C. (a consulting firm in New England); therefore giving credibility to these 

figures.  

 

Biennial Report: 1988-1990‘s sister document is Biennial Report: 1990-1992. Like the prior 

document, it gives a statement of financial position for the listed years but also acts a summary 

of the activities of the institution during that year. Listed activities include but are not limited to 
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the spread of the idea of civilian-based non-violent defense in the Baltic States and among the 

policy officials of those countries as a tool to handle a possible Soviet invasion, the 

establishment of an area studies program that investigates non-violent struggle in South Africa, 

the growth of the educational outreach program, and reflecting on the publication of such books 

as Gene Sharp‘s Civilian-Based Defense and Patricia Parkman‘s Insurrectionary Civic Strikes in 

Latin America 1931-1961. The most noticeable feature of the figures given in the report is that 

the total revenue in 1989 was one of the lowest in the entire organization‘s history, being only 

277,945 dollars. Excluding the figures given in The First Five Years- 1983-1988 and Plans for 

the Future: The President’s Report, the only year that reported a lower total revenue was 1998; 

radically running against the narrative the Meyssan paints in his writings.  

 

For another audited statement of financial position that lists the subsequent years, one should 

analyze the statement that appears in Report on Activities 1993-1999. Unlike the earlier reports 

which painted the picture of an institution slowly and steadily gaining ground and becoming 

fiscally sound, this report confirms that the finances of the organization were unpredictable year 

by year. In 1993 total revenue was reported as 1,196,533 dollars and in 1994 total revenue 

doubled to 2,445,658 dollars due to private contributions (resulting in the only year from 1993-

1999 the institution did not have any unrealized losses) , but in 1995 total revenue dramatically 

dropped to only 327,146 dollars. It was only in 1999 did total revenue exceed 500,000 dollars, 

going to a little above 700,000 dollars. Meyssan explains that the ―Albert Einstein Institution 

became part of an expansionist strategy‖ that began in 1998 under President Clinton and that 

these funds were used to support insurrection in Milosevic‘s Yugoslavia. However, in the light of 

the already given figures regarding the organization‘s financial statements, it would appear that 

1998 was a typical year financially for the Albert Einstein Institution and that, though there was 

a slight increase in contributions, total revenue was less than half of that reported in 1994. If 

Meyssan‘s interpretation of events were to be described as accurate, than total revenue ought to 

coincide with the campaigns that he accuses Gene Sharp of funding and organizing. 
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After a careful analysis of The Albert Einstein Institution‘s self-reporting of their financial 

figures, it would appear that there exists no clear indication that the flow of revenue correlates 

with the non-violent campaigns that Meyssan accuses the organization of starting. The vast 

majority of the figures show an organization that struggles from year to year to receive funds.  

Where are the resources that Meyssan claims were used to overthrow the communist 

governments of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania and to protest the communist government of 

China? This question becomes even more important in the light of the fact that Meyssan does not 

make it clear exactly how the Albert Einstein Institution manipulates the internal politics of 

countries. As clearly said in the introduction to the leftist critique of Gene Sharp, Meyssan‘s 

review of non-violence is severely lacking in critical analysis and, if the left is to continue to 

develop a critical theory of non-violence, there must be a far deeper review of the topic is 

needed.  

 


